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Abstract
Over the end of the 20th century, the technological developments enabled the scientists
to set up large, safe, and stable facilities that can widely modify the surrounding conditions.
Since, experimental research in combustion has been exploring wider ranges of controlling
parameters, either unveiling unknown trends or assessing theoretical ones. The author focuses
here on three of such experimental achievements, underlining the practical concerns that
motivated the initial issues.
In spacecraft conditions, which phenomena drive a flame spreading when buoyancy is
negligible ? Recent facilities and original diagnostics were used to highlight the major role
that soot plays in a laminar boundary layer type diﬀusion flame established in microgravity.
Namely, the experiments exhibited unexpected trends of soot production, that late numerical
simulations now support.
In Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) applications, how to smooth the
heat release rate that makes pure HCCI combustion unpractical ? To this end, flow characteristics can create conditions that lead to the co-existence of both volumetric -i.e. pure
HCCI- and front-like combustion modes in a rapid compression machine.
Eventually, can a magnetic field enhance oxidation in a flame due to forces selectively
induced on paramagnetic species ? This initial issue lead to unveil magnetically induced flame
flickering whose triggering parameters are identified.
The conclusions especially underline the prospects that the author plans for these issues,
together with some others that could emerge from his current scientific surroundings.
Keywords: experimental reacting flows, non-premixed flames, soot, reduced gravity, HCCI,
turbulence, flame flickering, magnetic fields.
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Introduction
Mankind has used combustion for more than one millions years. Combustion can therefore be considered as one of the oldest technologies. Today, combustion provides almost
90 percent of the worldwide energy support. However, omitting now eﬀorts towards a stringent optimization of both eﬃciency losses and combustion-generated pollutants in every
combustion-powered system would be unfair to the future generations.
Over the past decades, significant advancement in combustion science was achieved due
to the combined improvements in experimental techniques and computational tools. This
has created a successful coupling with the high interest in combustion and combustion applications that exists among many students. This fruitful environment provides the fire safety
progress and the further development of internal combustion engines and industrial burners
that society desires.
This report is not an exhaustive compilation providing a global synthesis of the works and
supervised projects by a combustion scientist. Rather, the author has attempted to enable
a clear tracking of some scientific achievements that he contributed to. The structure of the
report is driven by chronology.
Since he obtained his PhD in 2003, the author has worked on non-buoyant flames and
the focus in the first part is therefore on some investigations on non-buoyant, soot producing
flames. Some of the author’s own studies together with others he contributed to supervise,
along with the work contained in Andres Fuentes’ PhD, indeed lead to an original phenomenological model of soot production.
After he became an Assistant Professor at UPMC in 2005, the author was a co-supervisor
for Alan Keromnes’ PhD. As shown in the second part of the report, the specific design of
the UPMC Rapid Compression Machine by Pr P. Guibert and Alan Keromnes enables the
co-existence of two combustion modes, which could be used in the future as a way of HCCI
control.
Looking for original inductions of mass transfer into reacting flows, the author and Dr T.
Gomez undertook a new collaboration two years ago that aims at assessing the influence of
magnetic fields on flame structure and possibly on the pollutant emissions from the flame.
The third part of the report exhibits the promising first results from this study.
The above synopsis outlines how the author has had a positive trajectory in his research
involvement ; from the research work itself, through original impulses amplifying projects
lead by other scientists, to developing a project on his own.
Each of the first three parts starts with an overview underlining the practical concerns
that motivated the initial studies and drawing the scientific context to which the major
results are related. Then the author provides detailed information about the relevant experimental facilities. Just as in many other modern science studies, the author’s research also
1
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benefitted from new technological developments that enabled the exploration of wider ranges
of experimental conditions, which in turn proved relevant for furthering the understanding
of the aforementioned practical problems.
Thus, when buoyancy does not drive mass transfer any more, soot is shown to play a
key role in the structure, especially in the trailing edge radiative quenching, of a laminar,
flat plate boundary layer type diﬀusion flame. A phenomenological model of soot production
inside a part of such a flame is here proposed. Within the context of HCCI engines, combustion initiated by compression may depart from the pure homogeneous reactor model as
a flame front can result from heterogeneities in temperature at the ignition time. The role
of aerodynamics must then be assessed. Eventually, investigations on multi-physical means
of combustion control lead to consider the influence of a magnetically-induced convection on
the range of a non-premixed flame stability domain.
As a conclusion, the last part of the report depicts the works that the author intends to
lead and/or to contribute to in the coming years. These orientations are deeply influenced
by the author’s past successful and failed studies described in the first three parts. However,
they are also driven not only by the author’s own scientific intuitions but also by the curiosity
that some people create. To the author, the latter is especially what makes research truly
interesting and stimulating.

2

Investigating non-buoyant sooting flames
Abstract This part provides an analysis of joint experimental and numerical investigations
on a laminar, flat plate boundary layer type diﬀusion flame. A phenomenological model for
soot production is established by means of a scaling analysis and provides a consistent explanation to observations pertaining flame length and soot volume fractions for laminar diﬀusion
flames. These results are essentially extracted from the author’s own PhD works and Andres
Fuentes’ ones, that the author contributed to supervise. For the experiments, ethylene is
injected through a flat porous burner into an oxidizer flowing parallel to the burner surface.
The oxidizer is a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen, flowing at various velocities. All experiments were conducted in microgravity what minimizes the role of buoyancy in distorting the
aerodynamics of the flames. A numerical study emphasizing fuel transport enables fictitious
tracer tracking to establish the conditions in which fuel and oxidizer interact. This allows
establishing regions of soot formation and oxidation as well as relevant characteristic length
and time scales. Adequate scaling parameters then allow to establish explanations that are
consistent for diﬀerent burner configurations as well as “open-tip” and “closed-tip” flames.

3
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Overview

Low velocity gas flows under microgravity conditions are ideal to study the eﬀects of
transport in soot production and oxidation. Furthermore, soot production is enhanced with
increasing residence times and radiation can prevail among the modes of heat transfer, even
for small diﬀusion flames [Olson 2000, Megaridis 1996]. This is not only of great practical importance in microgravity fire safety [Olson 2000, Fernandez-Pello 2000, Torero2002,
Faeth 2001] but also allows to explore in detail phenomena such as radiative quenching
[Torero2002, Faeth 2001].
Several studies have attempted to describe the sooting behavior of non-buoyant jet diffusion flames. Of particular relevance are the studies by Faeth et al [Lin 1999, Urban 1998]
and Konsur et al. [Megaridis 1996, Konsur 1999a]. Underlying these studies is the SmokePoint concept and the possibility of inferring the flame soot production and radiative losses
only from the fuel flow rate. This concept was originally proposed by Markstein and De
Ris [Markstein 1984] for normal gravity flames, and suggests that the flame quenches due
to radiative heat losses at a fixed soot concentration. Flames can be “closed-tip” (below the
Smoke-Point), if fuel is consumed before this critical concentration is attained, or “opentip” (beyond the Smoke-Point) if quenching occurs before the fuel is fully consumed. Flame
length, and consequently other processes influenced by the flame length, such as co-current
flame spread over a solid plate [Fuentes 2005], could then be linked to the critical soot
concentration.
Despite the practical utility of this approach, several questions remain. Among the main
issues are the mechanisms by which a critical soot concentration is attained and where the
combustion reaction ceases relative to soot oxidation. For “open-tip” flames, the visible flame
length does not necessarily match the reactive zone because, due to the high temperatures,
soot may continue to oxidize beyond the end of the reaction. Among others, Urban et al
[Urban 1998] clearly showed that the soot concentration may still decrease beyond the visible
flame length of “open-tip” flames. These issues can only be addressed if the soot concentration
evolution can be tracked along the reactive zone, which leads to the need of the soot history
definition [Kennedy 1997].
Since soot production is the result of two competitive processes, formation and oxidation,
defining the soot history requires a detailed understanding of the mechanisms controlling
these processes. Of critical importance is the eﬀect of oxygen concentration on the formation
and oxidation, which connects soot history and local soot concentrations to the structure of
the flow field in the vicinity of the flame.
The global residence time, defined as the ratio of the characteristic flame length to the
governing mass transport velocity (i.e. oxidizer velocity) has been used in the past to characterize soot concentrations [Megaridis 1996, Konsur 1999a]. Konsur et al [Konsur 1999a]
determined experimentally that the peak soot volume fraction decreased when the characteristic global residence times were reduced in “closed-tip” jet diﬀusion flames. Mortazavi et al
[Mortazavi 1993] managed to alter soot concentrations in non-buoyant laminar jet diﬀusion
flames by varying the characteristic flow velocities. Eﬀorts were then made to analyze these
tendencies showing consistent conclusions with prior studies.
While global parameters seem to provide consistent correlations, discrepancies between
experiments and analytical models have been reported as early in the soot formation history
4
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as in the fuel entry nozzle, i.e. at the location of the first soot appearance [Lin 1999]. The
origin of the error was attributed to improper far-field approximations and the eﬀect that
these have on the chemistry of soot formation. The disagreement is carried through the entire
flame, becoming most evident in the quenching region of “open-tip” flames, which is attributed to the lack of an adequate radiative transfer model. Thus, analytical models are still
incapable of predicting the geometry of “open-tip” flames [Lin 1999]. While global transport
times seem to reproduce trends correctly, the relationship between soot concentration and
local transport still seems to remain unclear.
Extensive eﬀorts have been devoted to soot formation and oxidation models that could
predict numerically local soot concentrations [Frenklach 1991, Kennedy 1996, Smooke 1999,
Brookes 1999, Liu 2003]. Detailed soot models [Frenklach 1991] involved numerous elementary reactions and species, and are not fully incorporated in CFD codes because of the extent
of the computations. Semi-empirical soot models [Kennedy 1996, Smooke 1999, Brookes 1999]
have been derived with some success. However their accuracy seems to be strongly linked
to the configuration studied. In a numerical study conducted on “closed-tip” flames, Liu
et al [Liu 2003] extended a CFD code that incorporate both simplified soot chemistry and
radiative transfer models. These authors needed to introduce two temperature-dependent
correction factors in the soot oxidation schemes to successfully simulate the Smoke-Point
for a given experimental configuration. They indicate that the exact physical and chemical
processes associated with the modified soot oxidation rates are not fully understood and no
guarantees are given that the model will be accurate in other configurations. It is therefore
clear that two independent issues need to be addressed, transport and chemistry. Accepting
the importance of the latter, the works developed in this part uniquely emphasize the former.
Several studies addressing relevant issues within similar experimental conditions have
been reported in the past decade. Vietoris et al [Vietoris 2000] and Brahmi et al [Brahmi 2005]
conducted a study of a diﬀusion flame established in a non-buoyant laminar, flat plate, boundary layer. These authors focused on the visible emission of the flame and showed that for
low velocity air flows the luminosity of the flame increased with the oxidizer velocity VOX
for both solid [Vietoris 2000] and gaseous [Brahmi 2005] fuels. Legros et al [Legros 2006a]
extended the above studies to quantify the influence of the oxidizer velocity on soot concentrations showing that increasing VOX enhanced both soot oxidation and soot formation, with
the latter dominating in the fuel injection region and the former near the flame trailing edge
explaining the increase in luminous intensity previously described. In these experiments it
was found that an increase in global residence time leads to a decrease in the peak soot
volume fraction, in contrast with the observations of Konsur et al [Konsur 1999a]. These
studies used very diﬀerent flow fields providing further evidence of the importance of the
flow field on sooting behavior in diﬀusion flames. A subsequent numerical study showed that
the orientation of the flow streamlines was intrinsically related to the observed changes in
luminous intensity [Rouvreau 2002].
Following the investigations on this configuration, Fuentes et al [Fuentes 2007a] experimentally demonstrated that in an “open-tip” flame soot concentration continues to increase
beyond the disappearance of CH* radicals and that flames become longer as the flow velocity is increased [Fuentes 2007b]. In this latter study, the authors extended the work of
Rouvreau et al [Rouvreau 2002] to introduce the methodology proposed by Faeth and coworkers for their axisymmetric flame [Faeth 2001, Urban 1998]. Soot was assumed to follow
5

the streamlines, so by simulating the flow the conditions experienced by soot can be studied.
No soot model was necessary because the objective was to track the flow conditions, not the
chemistry. Based on these qualitative numerical flow considerations, the authors attributed
this aforementioned sooting trend to a strong acceleration of the oxidizer flow external to
the flame that leads to shorter oxidation characteristic times, therefore to higher local soot
concentrations. However, unlike Faeth and coworkers, they did not quantify the sensitivity
of the ratio of the soot formation characteristic time to the soot oxidation characteristic time
to the flame parameters. Thus the conclusions were only qualitative.
In the following, the experimental influence of soot on the investigated flame structure is
first assessed. In the configuration of Brahmi et al [Brahmi 2005], a series of experiments were
conducted in microgravity using ethylene as fuel and a mixture of O2 and N2 as oxidizer. The
author then extends the methodology of Ref.[Fuentes 2007b], completing the modelling to
allow for a quantitative estimation of the ratio of formation to oxidation characteristic times.
The predominant modes of transport are indeed scaled to provide a phenomenological explanation of the parameters controlling the aforementioned ratio. This aims at explainaing the
balance between soot formation and oxidation processes inside the investigated flame. Here,
numerical and experimental results are analyzed together to provide a phenomenological
model of soot production over the fuel injection area.

2
2.1

Experimental facility
Burner

Figure 1 represents a schematic of the experimental gas burner with its relevant dimensions.

Figure 1 – Schematic of the burner creating a non-buoyant laminar diﬀusion flame inside
an oxidizing boundary layer.
Fuel is injected through a square sintered bronze porous burner, which has a 50x50 mm2
eﬀective section of injection. The oxidizer flow is introduced through several settling chambers
and through honeycomb plates to guarantee a laminar flow.
6
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Ethylene was chosen as a fuel because of its well-characterized sooting behavior. The oxidizer corresponds to a mixture of O2 and N2 . Both gases flowrates can be set independently,
so that the oxidizing mixture composition can be adjusted. For a matter of clarity, the results
exhibited in this report were obtained with a mixture of 35% O2 and 65% N2 (in volume).
The mass flow controllers from BROOKS corp were controlled through a data acquisition
and command board.
The diﬀusion flame is established inside a 50 litre stainless steel combustion chamber as
confinement is required in microgravity facilities for safety reasons. The eﬀect of confinement
on the flow has been studied before, showing that the volume of the chamber is suﬃcient to
keep the flame free from wall eﬀects. The pressure is kept at atmospheric values by means
of a controlled mass flow meter placed at the exhaust of the duct. The combustion chamber
has three large quartz windows for optical access.

2.2

Microgravity generation

Microgravity conditions were obtained on board of the Novespace A300-zeroG, which
enables microgravity duration of 22 s with a quality of 10−2 g0 . 1 Figure 2(a) describes the
trajectory of the plane, boarding the experimental rack, that is shown in Figure 2(b) and
was designed by the author.
3
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Figure 2 – (a) Trajectory followed by the Novespace A300-zeroG along a parabola ; (b) the
experimental rack on board.
The microgravity period is then long enough to reach steady state conditions. A detailed
evaluation of the transient period is provided by Vietoris et al [Vietoris 2000] who performed
180 second microgravity experiments on board of a sounding rocket and observed only minor
diﬀerences with parabolic flight tests. The presence of g-jitter has an eﬀect on the results.
This eﬀect is diﬃcult to quantify but was minimized by choosing the sequences of images
where gravity perturbations were the smallest and by averaging short sequences of 10 images.
1. g0 =9.81 m.s−2
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Rouvreau et al [Rouvreau 2002] provide a numerical evaluation of the impact on the flow
field showing that high frequency gravity variations have very minor impact on the flame.
Only low frequency high amplitude variations aﬀect the flow field in an important manner.
Experimental flame shapes exhibited by Joulain et al [Joulain 2005] showed the same trend.
The low frequency, high amplitude variations can be identified from accelerometer readings
and images were chosen not to correspond to these periods.

3
3.1

Characterizing soot influence on flame structure
General observations

A number of experimental studies have provided information relevant to the characterization of the soot influence on non-buoyant flame structure. Unfortunately, there is no unique
configuration and the observations seem in many cases contradictory. The main groups of
results consist of laminar boundary layer flames over gas burners [Torero2002, Brahmi 2005,
Legros 2006a, Fuentes 2007a, Fuentes 2007b] or condensed fuels [Vietoris 2000, Olson 1991]
and axisymmetric gas burners, with [Megaridis 1996, Urban 1998, Konsur 1999b] and without coflows [Lin 1999, Mortazavi 1993].
Experimental studies using axisymmetric burners have shown that an increase in the
coflow velocity (VOX ) and/or oxygen concentration results in a reduction in the flame length
and luminous intensity [Lin 1999, Konsur 1999b]. These observations are common for “closedtip” flames. For “closed-tip” flames the fuel load is fully consumed within the flame. An
increase in VOX will then lead to a higher oxygen mass flow-rate, therefore to consumption of the fuel closer to the leading edge and consequently a smaller flame length. In a
similar manner the evolution of local soot concentrations was evaluated indicating that soot
concentrations generally decreased as VOX increased [Konsur 1999b, Mortazavi 1993]. Simple
correlations between soot volume fractions and a global residence time were established to
allow for radiation calculations [Konsur 1999b]. While the general trends were described by
a global residence time, explanation of the details required a closer look to the streamlines
[Faeth 2001].
A diﬀerent picture is portrayed by boundary layer flame studies. Visible images taken
from the side of ethylene laminar diﬀusion flames [Fuentes 2007b] have shown that when the
oxidizer flow velocity VOX increases and the ethylene injection velocity remains constant the
flame approaches the surface and becomes longer. These flames are “open-tip” , thus, the
flame length is defined by the quenching of the combustion reaction at the trailing edge and
the release of soot through the tip. A simple scaling analysis presented in Ref. [Torero2002]
has shown that in microgravity and low velocity conditions, an increase in the flow velocity
results in an increase in flame temperature, thus a displacement away from extinction conditions. Consequently, radiative quenching at the trailing edge may occur further downstream
and the flame length may increase. This study did not address soot concentration and defined
a Damköhler number purely on the basis of temperature resulting in an over-prediction of
the flame length. This sensitivity of the flame length to VOX is important as it indicates that
a maximum in the flame length could be found at oxidizer velocities below those encountered in natural convection. Such a maximum has been observed for opposed flame spread
[Olson 1991] and the results presented in Ref.[Fuentes 2007b] suggest that a maximum may
8
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also be present for co-current flame spread since its propagation strongly depends on the
flame length.
While a flame length can be properly defined for a “closed- tip” flame without proper
mapping of soot concentrations, this is not the case for “open-tip” flames, where the estimation of radiative losses, and thus of flame quenching, require quantification of the local soot
concentration. Furthermore, the diﬀerences between the two configurations suggest that the
processes leading to the local soot concentrations are aﬀected by local conditions that cannot
be described by global residence times. This has been discussed by Faeth and co-workers for
axisymmetric flames [Faeth 2001]. Here the focus is on the boundary layer flames. Nevertheless qualitative comparisons between both configurations will be evoked to attempt providing
explanations that can be deemed to be general to all configurations.

3.2

Mapping soot volume fraction in a three-dimensional flame

Non-intrusive methods have been widely used to better understand combustion processes
such as soot production. Among these methods, measurements of transmitted and absorbed
intensities of spectral sources can be commonly found in the literature [Megaridis 1996,
Legros 2005, Legros 2006a]. It is common to combine these measurements with tomography
to allow obtaining spatial information of these flames.

Figure 3 – Greyscale side view of the visible flame for VOX =150mm.s−1 and VF =3.3mm.s−1 .
[Legros 2005]
Idealized flames such as axisymmetric jets have been used to test numerous diagnostic
techniques and their subsequent tomographic reconstructions [Megaridis 1996]. Unfortunately, flames of practical importance exhibit strong three-dimensional features, at least in
some flame regions [Legros 2006a].
This feature makes quantitative spatially-resolution diﬃcult since measurements that
result from integration over the line-of-sight require accurate knowledge of the characteristics
9

of the ray pathway.
Figure 3 shows the visible side view of an ethylene flame established in microgravity
over the burner shown in Fig.1. This frame is obtained by a black-and-white CCD camera.
Close to the leading edge, the flame is mostly two-dimensional [Legros 2006a], but diﬀusion
and convective transport in the y direction become eventually dominant. This is the region of flame quenching, thus an area where quantitative absorption measurements are also
necessary. .

Figure 4 – Data acquisition method : media stratification on the right and k th ray projection
on the layer i on the left. [Legros 2005]

Since the pioneer work of McCormack [McCormack 1964], numerous remote sensing methods have been developed for reconstructing physical properties of media by means of a finite
number of projections. These methods require simplifications that allow the application of
the reconstruction technique. Here, the assumption of a stratified medium characterized by
constant physical properties at each layer is necessary to enable the computerized tomographic reconstruction of the absorption fields at the trailing edge of the diﬀusion flame.
For the flame shown in Fig.3, soot is produced in the fuel rich region under the visible
flame sheet [Legros 2006a]. The flame height is defined as the distance between the flame
and the burner surface, and this height reaches a maximum value at x=84mm, for this
particular experiment. The fuel rich region can be found between the two arrows (Fig.3) and
is assumed to be stratified. The fuel rich region can then be split into a number of layers
(Fig.4) of constant properties along the z direction. Thus, inside each layer, the absorption
field can be considered as a two-dimensional function. In this way the spectral absorption
field G(M ) can be expressed completely by a set of two-dimensional functions ψi defining
the absorption field of a layer in the flame :
G(M ) = {ψi (x, y), z ∈ [zi −
10

hi
hi
; zi + ]; i = 1, N }
2
2

(1)
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where zi is the layer i centre coordinate, hi its thickness, N the number of layers and
M (x, y, z) the generic point.
The problem to be solved is to reconstruct the function G(M ) from integrated transmission measurements. For this purpose, the flame is scanned with a conic source shifted in
a (x, y) plane. The source is split in a finite number of thin beams. Fig.4 shows the beam
labeled k th crossing the stratified layer. The fraction of the k th beam absorbed in the ith layer
remains unknown.
Measurements of the overall absorption in the k th direction are made along the source
scanning. With the knowledge of the measurements dependency on the source position the
local absorption at each layer can then be reconstructed.
In terms of geometrical optics, if (Tnk ) represents the transmittance of all rays (k) propagating parallel to nk (θk , ϕk ) from a source located at r, the reconstruction problem requires
to solve the following system of equations, for k ∈ [1, Q] :
Tnk (r) =

N �
�
i=1

hi
2

−

hi
2

ψi (r + dki + slk ) ds

(2)

where Q is the number of beams used to split the conic source and
(3)
(4)
(5)

Tnk (r) = −log[tnk (r)]
dki = (zi tgθk cosϕk , zi tgθk sinϕk )
lk = (tgθk cosϕk , tgθk sinϕk )

This strongly non-linear problem can be considerably simplified by applying a two- dimensional Fourier transformation to Eq.(2), which leads to the following equation for any
k:

T̂nk (w) =

N
�
i=1

�

� h2i
−

IR2

hi
2

ψi (r + dki + slk ) ds
e2π<r,w>

dr

(6)

where IR represents the real numbers and w the two- dimensional Fourier vector.
This transformation is possible as soon as the source is shifted in a (x,y) plane to define
a dependency of Tnk on x and y. The integral operators can then be switched and using
the Fourier transform property, the system to be solved can be reduced to the following
expression valid for any k :
N
�

sin (πhi < lk , w >)
−2jπ<d
ki ,w> π < l , w
e
k
i=1

>

ψ̂i (w) = T̂nk (w)

(7)

Thus, the left member of Eq.(7) appears as the product of two matrices. The dimension
of the first matrix is QxN and its terms only depend on the geometrical characteristics of
the Q rays and the chosen media stratification. The second matrix is the N x1 vector of the
unknown ψ̂i (w) (i=1,N) at a location w in the Fourier space.
The right member of Eq.(7) represents the Qx1 vector of the transformed measured
transmittances T̂nk (w) (k=1,Q) at the same location w.
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Figure 5 – (a) Experimental setup and (b) Frame recorded when the LED is on (same
conditions as for Fig.3). [Legros 2005]
The procedure to solve this inverse problem starts with a Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) of the transmittances whose dependencies on x and y are given by the measurements
at the Px xPy positions of the source in the plane (x,y), providing Px xPy vectors T̂nk (w)
(k=1,Q). The system to be inversed consists in Px xPy Eq.(7).
As this system is a priori ill-defined, its solution requires iterations using the Tikhonov
regularization method [Ben-Abdallah 1998]. Eventually, the vectors ψ̂i (w) (i=1,N) are computed at Px xPy locations in the Fourier space and an inverse FFT provides the sought ψi (r)
(i=1,N) at the Px xPy source locations in the (x,y) plane.
This means that the spatial resolution of the technique corresponds to the distance between two source positions and could be optimized. However, the overall procedure was checked with a theoretical basically-stratified media and the inversion computed the layer absorption fields with excellent agreement. It must be noticed here the algorithm does not allow
constraining boundary conditions to physically possible values therefore the first iteration
requires a realistic field.
The experimental application of this procedure needed to comply with several requirements. First of all, the radiative characteristics of the burner plate should remain unchanged.
For this reason, the holes through which the light was introduced were constrained to small
1.4mm-diameter perforations. Fig.5(a) shows the matrix consisting of 21x18 holes used. The
distance between contiguous holes was 2.8mm. A 60mW LED provides the emitting cone
at λ=660nm. This cone crossed the plate with the holes to produce the beams. In the wavelength region around λ=660nm, absorption within diﬀusion flames is mainly due to soot
[Megaridis 1996]. This choice of wavelength eliminates gas phase absorption.
The 8-bit progressive scan monochrome CCD camera camera was mounted with a narrow band filter centred at λ=660nm and with a band width at one half the transmissivity
maximum of 20nm. Transmitted light was measured at 50Hz on a matrix of 640x494 pixels
(Fig.5(b)). The camera spatial resolution of approximately 0.2mm is therefore far higher
than the technique resolution.
The LED was pulsed to enable transmittance measurements. The LED was shifted in a
12
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(x, y) plane located 50mm under the burner surface. As the available steady-state microgravity duration is of 17s, the quickest scanning to 8x8 positions of the LED was limited. For
each position, a square set of 9x9 holes was found to be bright and homogeneous enough to
enable relevant transmittance measurements.

Figure 6 – (a) Absorption field (in mm−1 ) in the layer located at z=14.5mm. The crows
betrays the source positions and (b) Absorption profiles at y=0. The arrows indicates the
visible flame height. [Legros 2005]
Images like Fig.3 define z=30mm as a reasonable height for the domain to be investigated, as absorption tends towards zero beyond this height. The domain was then stratified
into 60 layers along the z-axis, giving a layer height of 0.5mm. The sensitivity of the inverse
processing was found to be small for this layer thickness. The realistic absorption profile necessary for the first iteration was obtained by conducting transmission measurements along
the z-axis at x=55mm [Legros 2006a]. These measurements are only accurate when conducted within the two-dimensional region of the flame, thus the choice of location. This profile
was then used to initialize the vectors ψ̂i (w) (i=1,N) at (0,0) of the Fourier space.
Fig.6(a) shows the computed absorption field in the layer located at z=14.5mm. The
three-dimensionality of the absorption field is here assessed, supporting the need of this
technique development.
Fig.6(b) shows the absorption profiles at the symmetry plane of the burner. The arrow
indicates the location of the flame. It can be observed that the peak absorption values increase
slightly up to xmax for x = 85.4mm. The maximum absorption coincides with the location
of the maximum flame height (xmax ) within the constraints of the model accuracy, i.e. 2.8
mm.
This continuous increase in the absorption peak indicates that soot formation is greater
than soot oxidation. Beyond xmax the maximum absorption value decreases slowly indicating
that oxidation is being favoured over soot formation. Interestingly, these general observations
are in agreement with those reported for microgravity axisymmetric flames [Megaridis 1996].
The relative location of the visible flame with respect to the absorption peak also changes
as xmax is crossed. For x ≤ xmax , the visible flame remains in an area where there is little
soot and corresponds mostly to complete oxidation of the fuel and thus is characterized
by strong CH∗ radicals emissions. Measurements of CH∗ radicals validate this observation
[Legros 2006a, Fuentes 2007a]. The height (z) of the peak increases with x in this region.
For x ≥ xmax , the visible flame location moves towards the peak absorption with x while
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the absorption peak decreases in height (z). The visible flame corresponds mostly to soot
oxidation and the emissions of CH∗ have been found to decrease towards eventual extinction
[Fuentes 2007a].
For this kind of “open-tip” flame, emissions follow decay functions, thus the exact location
for the final quenching of the flame and its relationship to visible emissions is diﬃcult to
define and always requires the definition of an arbitrary threshold. This original diagnostic
technique developed by the author provides quantitative evidence in support of using xmax
as a characteristic flame length.

3.3

Quantifying soot production

As specified earlier, trailing edge quenching appears as the main mechanism that defines
the regular flame length. To obtain an accurate characterization of soot concentrations in
this area, it is necessary to put in place a technique that provides high sensitivity and
spatial resolution, especially in the zone of high soot production rates that corresponds to
a thin boundary layer where soot initiates its growth. Although the technique described
in the latter section looks promising, the current technological limitations constrained its
performances to quite low spatial resolution. For this reason, an integral light attenuation
technique was also carried out. For this purpose, a 100 mW green laser diode (emitting at
λ=532 nm) was used as a backlighting source to measure light attenuation by soot particles
through the flame (along the y-axis within the two-dimensional part of the flame in Fig.3)
with an 8-bit monochromatic and progressive 720x480 pixel CCD camera. The camera is
mounted with a narrow band filter centered at λ=532 nm and whose bandwidth at half the
transmissivity maximum is of 40 nm. By using the Mie’s theory in Rayleigh’s limit, the soot
volume fraction fsoot (x, z) is inferred from the attenuation measurements. Moreover, the flame
spontaneous emission at λ=532 nm is obtained from the unbacklit images. More details on
the technique and the correction applied for the slight three-dimensional eﬀects are given in
Ref.[Legros 2006a].
A series of detailed experimental observations, mostly compiled in Ref. [Fuentes 2007b],
are presented here to highlight later on the variables controlling local soot concentrations.
Figure 7 presents a series of green spontaneous emission (mainly attributed to soot oxidation
[Kennedy 1997]) and attenuation measurements for two specific locations along the x-axis
(Fig. 7(a) at x=25mm and (b) at x=45 mm [Legros 2006a]) and for three diﬀerent oxidizer
flow velocities at a fixed fuel injection velocity. Both locations correspond to the region over
the porous square where soot formation dominates [Legros 2006a]. The error bars shown
in Fig.7 (b) are discussed in Ref.[Legros 2006a]. The range of velocities shown is consistent
with those where Vietoris et al [Vietoris 2000] and Brahmi et al [Brahmi 2005] observed an
increase in the intensity of the visible flame.
The measurements indicate that an increase in flow velocity results in an increase in both
emission and light attenuation. It is important to note that the emission peaks are placed
further away from the burner surface than the attenuation peaks. Furthermore, the peak
values get lower from x=25 mm to x=45 mm while the soot layer thickness increases.
To establish the overall soot content at each location along the streamwise coordinate,
the local flame soot concentration fsoot (x, z) is integrated over the z-direction. Thus, Fig.7(c)
shows the evolution along the x-axis of Fsoot , the soot volume fraction integrated over the
14
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Figure 7 – Soot volume fraction fsoot (x, z) (solid lines) and flame green emission (dashed
lines) obtained at (a) x=25 mm and at (b) x=45 mm for VF =6.4 mm/s and three oxidizer
velocities : VOX =100 (X), 150 (�), and 200 (�) mm/s [Legros 2006a]. (c) Integrated soot
volume fraction Fsoot (x) for these conditions. [Legros 2009]

soot layer :
Fsoot (x) =

�

zmax (x)

fsoot (x, z) dz

(8)

z=0

where zmax (x) is the height so that fsoot (x, z)=0 for z > zmax (x) at a given x.
The results of Fig.7 indicate that soot formation and oxidation vary not only with the
magnitude of the oxidizer flow velocity, but also depend on the distance from the trailing
edge. Furthermore, the relative location of the oxidation peak (maximum emission) and the
soot volume fraction peak evolve with x.
The outcome of this complex relationship between formation and oxidation is presented
in Fig.7(c) showing that the quantity of soot present at each x location increases with VOX
and with x. The evolution presented in Fig. 7(c) is of great importance since it shows the
increasing nature of the total soot present and the consequent influence that it might have
on radiative extinction.

3.4

Summary of experimental results

These observations indicate that global residence times -proportional to the inverse of
VOX - might not be suﬃcient to describe the outcome of the soot formation and oxidation
competition in such diﬀusion flames, and that the local characteristic times need to be
defined. Urban et al [Urban 1998] has previously used an approach based on the ratio of soot
formation/soot oxidation characteristic times, showing that it is larger for buoyant than for
non-buoyant flames while the global residence time is smaller. A similar approach is applied
in the following.
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4
4.1

Phenomenological model of soot production
Soot related characteristics times

A series of numerical simulations have been conducted to establish the local conditions
leading to soot formation or oxidation. The objective of these simulations is to define local
characteristics encountered through the soot formation, growth and oxidation processes. In
this manner, these works attempt to isolate conditions from radiative and chemical processes,
so that soot production models can be tested under conditions that are relevant. The focus
is therefore in the aerodynamics and temperature fields, so while the model used includes
complex radiative and chemical calculations, these will only be used to calibrate the output
to produce temperature fields consistent with experimental data.
Numerical methodology
The code used for the present simulations is a variant of the Fire Dynamics Simulator
(FDS) [McGrattan 2004]. The model is used in its Direct Numerical Simulation mode and
incorporates radiative transfer calculations. Details of this specific numerical tool and the
modifications incorporated are presented in Refs. [Rouvreau 2002, Legros 2006b]. While detailed radiation calculations have been used elsewhere [Legros 2006b] to qualitatively describe
extinction at the flame trailing edge, here they will be used only to achieve temperatures
that are consistent with experimental measurements. The procedure to achieve this has been
described in Ref. [Legros 2006b]. In a similar manner, and although the chemistry is expected
to be complex for the present problem, the heat release is the only influence of the chemical
reaction on the aerodynamics, which is a primary focus of this analysis. The region of interest
is away from the trailing edge, thus in this region the Damköhler number is expected to be
large, which means that the chemical kinetics can be considered very fast giving consistency
to this approach. In contrast, finite kinetics, coupled to radiative transfer, is required to
model the extinction process at the trailing edge of the flame and, consequently, the flame
length [Legros 2006b].
Legros et al. [Legros 2006b] used a global one-step reaction, governed by an Arrhenius law
with the constants proposed by Westbrook and Dryer [Westbrook 1981], to simulate the global ethylene combustion. Although discrepancies between experimental and numerical flames
remained significant, these simulations reproduced adequately the flame length trends with
VOX . Thus this model with minor modifications will be used here. It is important to highlight that the analysis below attempts to describe the conditions that lead to trailing edge
quenching but the actual process of extinction will not be attempted here. This would require complex calculations that model with precision radiation and soot formation/oxidation
chemistry. Such a model currently does not exist. Thus for the purposes of these works the
choice of chemistry or radiation model will not aﬀect any of the conclusions.
Soot particles are not calculated but they are simulated by introducing artificial tracers
(with no mass) to fuel and oxidizer flows. To calculate the soot trajectory, it has been assumed
that the tracers follow the streamlines. The code was initially used with tracers that could be
injected through the porous square burner [Fuentes 2007b]. However, the results of Fuentes
et al. [Fuentes 2007b] indicated that seeding of the free stream was required to quantify the
relative sensitivity of the local conditions to the experimental parameters (VOX , VF ). This
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model extension has been done here and at each time step, the particle position is tracked,
together with its velocity and temperature for both fuel and oxidizer streams. The results
presented here correspond to steady-state flow conditions.
Although soot particles experience thermophoretic forces, the thermophoretic velocity
can be shown to be one order of magnitude lower than the convective velocities studied here
[Konsur 1999b]. Therefore, thermophoretic eﬀects are considered negligible here.

Figure 8 – Schematic of the numerical domain.

The dimensions of the computational domain and boundary conditions have been set to
conform as much as possible to the experimental configuration [Rouvreau 2002]. As shown
in Fig.8, this domain is 300 mm x 200 mm x 150 mm in the x, y and z directions respectively.
The uniform Eulerian grid contains 120 x 80 x 60 grid cells, giving a cell size of 2.5 mm in
each direction. This cell size has been chosen after checking that a reduction of the cell size
(1.25 mm, 0.5 mm) does not lead to any significant diﬀerences in the results. The numerical
domain in the (x,y) plane was c chosen to be wider than the experimental burner plate so
that the results were independent of an increase of the domain size in any direction.
A flow of the oxidizer mixture at 298 K and ambient pressure is imposed on the boundary plane x=-50 mm. The flat plate that holds the burner covers the whole plane z=0. The
porous burner is embedded in the plane at z=0, centered in the y direction and at 50 mm
from the inlet of the domain. No-slip and adiabatic conditions are imposed on this boundary. An adiabatic boundary condition for the plate, although not accurate, has been chosen
for simplicity. The influence of heat loss at the burner surface is not of major significance
for the present study, as shown by the weak sensitivity of the results to isothermal conditions [Legros 2006b]. The boundary conditions at the four other sides of the domain x=250
mm, y=0, y=200 mm and z=150 mm, are that of a passive opening, i.e., zero velocity and
temperature gradients. Gravitational acceleration is set to zero.
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Numerical results
A series of computations of the gas flow field and temperature were carried out for diﬀerent
fuel and oxidizer velocities. Since the trends predicted were unaﬀected by the fuel velocity,
a single case (VF =6.4 mm/s) will be used to illustrate the results. Three oxidizer velocities
(VOX =150, 200, 250 mm/s) will be discussed. The range of velocities covers the experimental
conditions. The results presented will correspond to the symmetry plane (y=100 mm), thus
represent the region where the flame is two-dimensional. Previous experimental studies have
shown that the two-dimensionality of the flame covers the burner but breaks down towards
the trailing edge [Legros 2005], thus results from the symmetry plane are of direct relevance
to the region of interest.
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Figure 9 – Map of vertical velocity in the flame for VF =6.4 mm/s and : (a) VOX =150
mm/s ; (b) VOX =250 mm/s. Solid lines are streamlines and dashed lines are the maximum
temperature locations along the x-axis [Fuentes 2007b].
Figure 9 has been extracted from Ref.[Fuentes 2007b] to illustrate the distribution of
calculated vertical flow velocity (i.e. in the z-direction) for (a) VOX =150 mm/s and (b)
VOX =250 mm/s. This distribution is of extreme importance in the context of these works.
The solid lines represent the streamlines and the dashed lines are the maximum temperature
locations along the x-axis. The two streamlines, coming out from x=0 mm and x=50 mm,
are the fuel flow boundaries, since they are at the upstream and downstream edges of the
porous square. The region within these two streamlines is thus the area where most likely
soot will be formed and/or blown towards oxidizing conditions. The streamlines originating
from the oxidizer blowing cross the flame twice. First the streamlines approach the flame and
traverse the maximum temperature region. Further downstream, the streamlines will then
traverse for a second time the maximum temperature region.
At the leading edge of the burner there is a region of negative vertical velocity close to the
surface, and above this region there is a zone where the flow is strongly accelerated. Figure
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9(a) shows that for low velocities this region is characterized by a long residence time. This
region remains distanced from the peak temperature zone thus is generally characterized
by lower temperatures. In contrast, for higher velocities, residence times are shorter and
temperatures for this acceleration region are higher. The eﬀect of the flow velocity seems
to scale-up as the magnitude of the oxidizer flow increases in such a way that the ratio of
soot formation to soot oxidation characteristic times would remain fundamentally constant.
This contradicts the observed increasing trend of the local soot volume fraction with VOX .
A closer observation of Fig.9 shows that the only large diﬀerence between the two cases is
a strong increase in the vertical velocity close to the flame region (i.e. the maximum temperature location). The increased magnitude of the vertical velocity will force soot particles
to go through the region of high temperature much faster, thus reducing the soot oxidation
characteristic time. This could lead to the increase in the peak soot volume fraction with the
oxidizer flow velocity.
The temperature evolution of tracers injected through the burner surface was analyzed
[Fuentes 2007b] showing that the region where fuel convection (close to the burner surface)
remained at temperatures that were not high enough for significant soot formation (<450o C)
and barely enough for soot inception [Kennedy 1997]. Therefore, it was concluded that soot
formation will occur in the diﬀusive layer above the fuel pocket close to the surface. Computations also showed that temperatures increased up to 1400 o C - 1600 o C at the outer edges
of the diﬀusive layer. Thus characteristic residence times for soot formation/oxidation need
to be defined within the diﬀusive region.
Figure 9 shows that close to the leading edge the oxidizer is driven towards the fuel
surface but as the distance from the leading edge increases, thermal expansion results in an
acceleration of the oxidizer flow away from the area where fuel could be potentially present.
As VOX increases the acceleration increases in magnitude and area of influence, while the
region where oxidizer is pushed towards the fuel surface shrinks. This indicates that local
residence times enabling soot formation and oxidation will be significantly diﬀerent given the
position and the magnitude of VOX . Furthermore, for low velocities, the acceleration region
remains distanced from the peak temperature zone thus is generally characterized by lower
temperatures. In contrast, for higher velocities, residence times are shorter and temperatures
for this acceleration region are higher.
Given the above observations it is necessary to look at the oxidizer stream in greater
detail. Figure 10 exhibits temperature and species volume fraction as seen by a tracer particle
injected in the oxidizer flow at z=3.75 mm (x=-50 mm ; y=100 mm) for VOX =250 mm/s
(see Fig.9 for the streamline location). Figure 10 shows two temperature peaks, one when
the streamline enters the fuel rich zone (≈7.4 sec) and a second one when it exits towards
the oxidizer (≈8.2 sec). If the peak temperature is assumed as the location of the flame, then
the streamlines originating from the oxidizer side cross the flame twice.
After the first temperature peak has been reached along the streamline and the oxygen
concentration has vanished, the ethylene concentration reaches a maximum value. Coming
back to the flame (i.e. to the second temperature peak location around t=8.2 s), the tracer
travels within a region where fuel concentrations decreases. The second peak is then reached
and beyond this temperature maximum the fuel slowly disappears and oxygen concentrations
increase. At this point, the particle starts to experience oxidizing conditions as it flows
towards the fresh surrounding oxidizer flow. Once a tracer particle crosses the flame for a
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Figure 10 – Temperature and species volume fraction time history for a particle injected in
the oxidizer flow (VOX =250 mm/s, VF =6.4 mm/s) at z=3.75 mm (x=-50 mm ;y=100 mm).
[Legros 2009]
second time, it will be fully consumed and no soot will be expected beyond this location.
A region where the particle experiences high enough temperatures and is close enough for
oxygen to diﬀuse is formed. Therefore, this will be deemed as the soot oxidation region and
a characteristic residence time τox can be defined for this particular configuration as the
time duration of the path between the highest richness conditions experienced along the
streamline and the second temperature peak. The path covered is then labeled l.
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Figure 11 – Soot oxidation characteristic velocities V defined by the ratio of the particle
trajectory length l within the oxidation characteristic time τox , for diﬀerent oxidizer velocities
and VF =6.4 mm/s. [Legros 2009]
Given the velocity fields in Fig.9, the residence time should be governed by the velocity in
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the x-direction VOX . For this to be the case, the vertical velocity should be much smaller than
VOX . This can be seen in a qualitative manner in Fig.9. Figure 11 provides a quantitative
evaluation of the magnitude of the horizontal component of the velocity. Fig.11 shows the
computed mean velocity V that drives the particle along the path of length l and as a
function of the initial particle z-injection height. Data is provided for three velocities and
three tracer injection locations. For a given VOX the mean velocity increases with the particle
initial height of injection tending eventually towards VOX . For 150 mm/s and 200 mm/s three
streamlines were used to evaluate the mean velocity. For 250 mm/s the grid was refined to
generate a larger number of data points. These are represented by the dotted line in Fig.11.
As a result, τox is shown to be indeed driven by the convective velocity VOX . The present
computations thus show that τox can be considered inversely proportional to VOX .
The eﬀect of the flow velocity seems to scale-up as the magnitude of the oxidizer flow
increases in such a way that the ratio of soot formation to soot oxidation characteristic times
would remain fundamentally constant. This does not contradict the observed increasing
trend of the local soot volume fraction with VOX because what is being measured is what is
produced and there is not accountability for consumption other than the increase in emission.
Summary of Numerical Results
The numerical results show that the free stream velocity VOX can be used as a characteristic velocity describing transport of oxidizer to the flame region. This characteristic
velocity is inversely proportional to the residence time if the characteristic length scale is
defined as the region where oxidizer can diﬀuse into a high temperature zone. Fuel transport
is governed by diﬀusion, thus needs to be scaled using boundary layer theory. Local eﬀects
seem to be governed by boundary layer theory, thus a global analysis to describe the overall
soot concentrations is possible.

4.2

Scaling analysis

Thus, the global ratio τf /τox will be governed by the velocities ratio VOX /Vd :
τf
VOX
∼
(9)
τox
Vd
The fuel diﬀusion velocity Vd to the flame sheet can be defined through the expression
��
of the fuel mass flow rate per unit area to the flame ṁF :
∂YF
(10)
∂z
is the flame specific density, DF the fuel mass diﬀusivity, and YF the fuel mass
��

ṁF = ρf l Vd = ρf l DF

where ρf l
fraction.
Identifying Vd then scaling it leads to the following relationship :
Vd ≈ DF

YF,0
hf l

(11)

where hf l is the flame characteristic length in the z-direction, and YF,0 the fuel mass fraction
at the injection location (z=0). Here, YF,0 =1 and hf l is defined as the flame maximum height.
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Furthermore, conservation of momentum in the longitudinal direction can be written as
follows for this boundary layer problem :
∂Vx
∂ 2 Vx
≈υ
(12)
∂x
∂z2
where Vx is the flow velocity in the x-direction, and υ the kinematic viscosity.
Scaling this equation enables the introduction of the aerodynamic characteristic height
hCL and the flame length lf l :
Vx

2
VOX
VOX
≈υ 2
lf l
hCL

(13)

which, for a Schmidt number equal to unity (υ= DF ), yields the following expression of hCL :
hCL ≈

�

lf l
DF
VOX

�1/2

(14)

Scaling the equation of mass conservation provides the following relationship [Glassman 1977] :

with the constant :
s=

hf l ≈ s hCL

(15)

YF,0 νOX wOX
YOX,∞ νF wF

(16)

where YOX,∞ is the oxygen mass fraction in the surrounding, νOX the oxygen stoichiometric
coeﬃcient, νF the fuel stoichiometric coeﬃcient, wOX the oxygen molar mass, and wF the
fuel molar mass.
The fuel diﬀusion velocity can then be expressed as a function of VOX and lf l :
1
Vd ≈
s

�

VOX
DF
lf l

�1/2

(17)

Finally, the ratio of the characteristic times will depend on VOX and lf l as follows :
τf
1/2
∼ VOX 1/2 lf l
(18)
τox
A further assumption is then required to express the ratio τf /τox as a function of the
problem parameters VOX and VF . For “closed-tip” flames, the fuel mass flow rate ṀF =
ρF VF L2 can be considered fully consumed :
��

ṀF ≈ ṁF lf l L

(19)

where ρF is the fuel specific density at the injection conditions, and L is the flame characteristic length in a direction orthogonal to lf l , i.e. the porous square width.
��
Then, substituting ṁF by its expression in Eq.(10) leads to the following flame length :
�
�2
1
s ṀF
1
lf l =
(20)
D F ρf l L
VOX
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therefore to the following ratio dependency :
τf
∼ VF
τox

(21)

Eq.(21) shows that soot production inside a “closed-tip” flame is independent of VOX
while its length will decrease with an oxidizer velocity increase according to Eq.(20). This
kind of flames indeed exhibits these trends [Lin 1999, Konsur 1999b].
In the present configuration, lf l increases with VOX (see Fig.3 of Ref.[Fuentes 2007b]),
which is inconsistent with Eq.(20), therefore is a further theoretical evidence that the flames
studied here cannot be of “closed-tip” kind. Thus, extinction occurs before the full fuel load
consumption. Modeling extinction to derive an expression of τf /τox from Eq.(18) is beyond
the scope of these works. However, the observed flame length trend implies that the global
ratio τf /τox will increase with VOX , according to Eq.(18). Provided that the soot formation
characteristic time may be defined, which is the case over the porous square where soot
formation actually occurs (see Fig.7(c)), this analysis helps to understand the experimental
results : enhancing oxidizing convection leads to a local increase in soot production, which is
not an intuitive result and is in contradiction with a classical residence time consideration.
However, when VOX is increased, the soot load will then partially burn downstream, involving
a longer visible flame length.

4.3

Phenomenological model

It is of importance to notice that, if unambiguous flame characteristic length can be extracted, Eq.(18) can lead to a phenomenological model of soot production. However, defining
an experimental visible length of “open- tip” flames is tricky [Lin 1999], as already mentioned.
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Figure 12 – Normalized location of the maximum flame height (xmax ) as a function of VOX ,
for VF =3.3mm.s−1 . Diamonds represent the experimental points. The dashed line is the
hyperbola given by Eq.(20) and calibrated with the experimental point at VOX =350mm.s−1 .
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Nonetheless the technique developed to map the three-dimensional absorption field tends
to support the use of xmax as a characteristic flame length lf l . Figure 12 then exhibits the
evolution of the normalized xmax /L with VOX , extracted from visible side views of the flame.
The diamonds correspond to the experimental data. The dashed line represents the expected
hyperbola -calibrated with the experimental point at the highest VOX investigated- when the
flame is of “closed-tip” kind (see Eq.(20)).
As explained before, when the oxidizer velocity is increased, the flame shape tends to be
governed by the “closed-tip” model. Within the range of investigated conditions, the flame
length moves away from this tendency as the oxidizer velocity is decreased and the radiative
quenching approaches xmax . Interestingly, for 100 mm.s−1 ≤ VOX ≤ 300 mm.s−1 , xmax /L
may be considered constant (1.65) with a fair precision of ±3%.
If this phenomenological trend now leads to assess that lf l ∼ o (VOX ), then the ratio
τf /τox may be inferred from Eq.(18) as a function of the problem parameters VOX and VF :
(22)
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A linear regression may then be inferred to express the phenomenological model such
that :
Fsoot
x
=a +b
(23)
1/2
L
VF VOX

Tab.1 provides the values of the coeﬃcients a and b when evaluating the mean, the lower
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�

�

bound and the upper bound of Fsoot / VF VOX
, i.e. yielding an evaluation inside the
shaded area of Fig.13. It must be reminded here that this model was established for the
following conditions :
1/2

• atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature of 298K ;
• ethylene as fuel ;

• oxidizing mixture of 35% O2 and 65% N2 (in volume) ;
• 100 mm.s−1 ≤ VOX ≤ 300 mm.s−1 ;
• 3.3 mm.s−1 ≤ VF ≤ 15.9 mm.s−1 ;
• 0.4 ≤ x/L ≤ 1.1.

Table 1 – Values of the coeﬃcients a and b in Eq.(23) for the evaluation of the reduced
integrated soot volume fraction.
�
�
F/ VF VOX 1/2

a

b

mean

0.260

0.116

lower bound

0.283

0.082

upper bound

0.242

0.149

106 mm.s3/2 .mm−3/2

5

Conclusions

Previous experimental studies conducted on laminar ethylene diﬀusion flames in a low
velocity, flat plate boundary layer oxidizer flows under microgravity conditions showed that
despite shorter global residence times, an increase in oxidizer flow velocity results in an
increase in local soot volume fractions as well as increased rates of oxidation. It was also
observed that the flames become longer as the flow velocity is increased in contrast with the
reversed trend observed in flames at higher flow velocities.
Simplified numerical simulations complemented with a scale analysis explain the above
trends. Numerical pathlines of fictitious particles seeded into both fuel and oxidizer flows
enabled the definition of the main transport mechanisms controlling soot formation and
oxidation in the region of high soot production rate inside the flame. It was established
that the soot oxidation characteristic time decreases with the oxidizer velocity due mainly
to a significant acceleration along the streamlines in the region where the particles migrate
back towards the flame and the external flow. This enabled a subsequent scale analysis that
established that the ratio of the soot formation characteristic time to the soot oxidation
characteristic time in the flame increases with the oxidizer velocity, provided that extinction
occurs before fuel consumption, as it does in “open-tip” flames. The combination of scaling,
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numerical analysis and experiments allow to conclude that soot production locally increases
over the fuel injection area with the oxidizer flow velocity, leading to longer flame length.
The scale analysis is now further supported by a phenomenological model of soot production inside the non-buoyant boundary layer flame. Interestingly, the authors who successfully
simulated the Smoke-Point [Liu 2003] lately reproduced the increase of the flame length with
the oxidizing coflow velocity for a non-buoyant axisymmetric flame [Kong 2009]. Therefore,
the phenomenological model developed here could serve for a relevant and quantitative comparison between both flame structures.
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Some insights in Homogeneous Charge
Compression Ignition
Abstract The conditions leading to diﬀerent combustion modes that govern the combustion propagation inside a Rapid Compression Machine (RCM) are discussed in this part.
Developed along Alan Keromnes’ PhD works and improved within Stoyan Pounkin’s ones,
the local RCM, called from now UPMC-RCM, is first described. Its careful design namely
aims at the enhancement of the control of the compression generated turbulence. To assess the coexistence of diﬀerent combustion modes inside this specific RCM, a methodology
is then proposed. This leads to investigate the influence of the residual post-compression
turbulence level on the visible combustion propagation process. Through the fuel type, the
main parameter varied is the ratio of the ignition delay time to the characteristic decay time
for the post-compression turbulence. A high-speed camera images the visible combustion.
Particle Image Velocimetry provides two-dimensional velocity fields of the post- compression
flow prior to ignition. The residual turbulence level is shown to influence the combustion
propagation phenomenology, highlighting the coexistence of both volumetric and frontlike
combustion modes for the shorter aforementioned ratios. This conclusion is now acknowledged as one of the sources of the experimental discrepancies among the ignition delays
measured in diﬀerent RCMs as the residual turbulence level is highly set-up dependent.
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1

Overview

Homogeneous-Charge-Compression Ignition (HCCI) is considered an advanced combustion mode of great potential. As a result of the compressed and lean premixed nature of the
ignition, this mode can provide high-eﬃciency and low-NOx emissions [Epping 2002]. One of
the major challenges in HCCI combustion is to control the heat release rate history and in
particular to suppress the occurrence of rapid pressure increase and oscillations. Thus, the
controlling strategies require fundamental understanding of this combustion mode.
Due to the various complex and interdependent phenomena involved in practical applications of HCCI, experimental facilities for HCCI combustion studies have to be carefully
designed, not only to reproduce the phenomena of interest, but also to prevent undesired coupling. A Rapid Compression Machine that complies with these performance goals has been
designed at the Université Pierre et Marie Curie (UPMC) [Guibert 2007] along Alan Keromnes’ PhD works [Keromnes 2008] and currently improved within Stoyan Pounkin’s ones.
The RCMs are combustion facilities that can be conceptualized as a simple piston-cylinder
device. The piston is accelerated inside the cylinder where a reactive mixture is compressed
under conditions relevant to an HCCI engine (700-1200K, 50bar) [Würmel 2005]. However,
unlike what is typical in Internal Combustion (IC) engines, the piston is stopped at the Top
Dead Centre (TDC) without any rebound, so that high pressure and high temperature can be
sustained for a larger duration (>10 ms). Under such conditions, ignition phenomena can be
studied, especially when the ignition delay has a long characteristic time that is dominated
by reaction kinetics, like in the ideal HCCI mode.
In existing studies most of the RCMs have been designed to study the auto-ignition
chemistry [Würmel 2005, Beeley 1980, Minetti 2001, Donovan 2004, Lee 1998, Mittal 2006].
The designs in these studies established a simple method of simulating the processes of
adiabatic compression and ignition that take place in IC engines. As a result, studies of
reactive mixture compression inside RCMs furthered the knowledge of the detailed chemical
kinetics relevant for combustion modeling in IC engines.
Clarkson et al [Clarkson 2001] measured the temperature and concentration fields across
the diameter of the cylindrical combustion chamber in their RCM. They concluded that
ignition delays from diﬀerent apparatuses cannot be compared without very careful considerations of their operation specifics. Furthermore, by 1 ms post-compression, the temperature
diﬀerence between the core gas and the surrounding toroid might be as high as 50 K. Based
on qualitative aerodynamic considerations, the thermal stratification was supposed to result
from the prior piston motion, generating a corner vortex that promotes mixing of colder mixture from the walls with the hot compressed core gas. Further eﬀorts were then devoted to
design pistons that eliminate this mixing [Würmel 2005, Donovan 2004, Mittal 2006]. Therefore, the heat transfer characteristic time is increased so that the adiabatic core evolution
is governed by the mixture kinetics. To provide unambiguous characterizations of the core
thermodynamic state, the studies resorted to CFD codes, which showed the minor eﬀect of
the compression aerodynamics on the core thermodynamic state [Würmel 2005, Lee 1998,
Mittal 2006], and therefore on the inferred kinetic mechanisms. The previous studies used
this result to assume that the turbulent mixing that takes place immediately after the piston
motion comes to an end does not influence the ignition process.
Whatever the RCM design is, fluid motion inside the combustion chamber during and
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1. Overview
after the compression process exists. This modifies the thermal field of the mixture and
involves some inhomogeneities due to heat transfer. Therefore, the very beginning of the
ignition process is strongly linked with the local core temperature. In an ideal case, an
adiabatic core survives inside the chamber and should give the same ignition delay compared
to the literature. In a more general case, discrepancies among ignition delays are commonly
reported mainly because the adiabatic temperature is corrected for discrepancy from the ideal
adiabatic process inside the combustion chamber. Furthermore, even small leakages involve
a load modification but are never taken into account. Eventually, turbulence may play two
major roles during the combustion process. The first one is an eﬀect in the mixture in
terms of concentration and thermal fields. Whereas mixture concentration can be considered
homogeneous, the temperature field is strongly modified by heat transfer. The temperature
plays obviously the major role in the ignition process. The second role of turbulence is
during the combustion process locally after ignition. Now, it plays a major role in terms
of heat and mass transfer processes and modified the combustion physics. Namely, it can
lead to the coexistence of volumetric and frontlike combustion modes, which can generate
inhomogeneities in the combustion rate [Hultqvist 2002].
As a result, these influences might reduce the scope of the kinetic models inferred from
RCM studies. Using two-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulations, Chen et al [Chen 2006]
conducted a systematic parametric study to analyze the ignition of a reactive mixture and the
subsequent combustion propagation in a constant volume by varying the initial root-meansquare temperature fluctuations, the most energetic length scales of the initial temperature
and velocity spectra, and the turbulent velocity fluctuations. These computations enhanced the understanding of the nature of the combustion modes inside the constant volume.
As predicted by Zel’dovich’s theory [Zel’dovich 1984], the ignition of such a non-uniform
compressed mixture can induce both deflagration (e.g. flame frontlike combustion) and a
spontaneous ignition front. The ratio between these combustion modes depends on the aforementioned parameters and, of particular interest to this study, on the turbulence level.
Due to the large gap between the characteristic time scales of the two modes, controlling the
initial inhomogeneities could potentially lead to the desired spreading of the pressure rise
rate inside the cylinder [Hultqvist 2002, Sjöberg 2003].
Recently, Walton et al [Walton 2007] visualized the ignition and combustion propagation
of iso- octane/air mixtures in a rapid compression facility using a high-speed camera. The
study mainly used equivalence ratio variations to show that the fuel mole fraction is a key
parameter dictating the boundary between the two modes of combustion. However, this
important contribution did not investigate the domain associated with short ignition delay
times domain due to the higher resistance of iso-octane to auto-ignition. In a RCM, the
post-compression turbulent mixing should smooth the influence of the inhomogeneities but
as most RCM designs intend to reduce such mixing, the characteristic times for kinetics and
dissipation of inhomogeneities characteristic times may still be of the same order of magnitude
for some less reactive fuels. Thus, investigating the influence of the residual turbulence on
the ignition and combustion propagation phenomenology with respect to the dissipation of
the compression end inhomogeneities could be one of the valuable steps towards a qualitative
explanation of the experimental discrepancies among the results provided by diﬀerent RCMs,
especially for the mixtures that exhibit quite short ignition delay times.
The author contributed to the supervision of Alan Keromnes’ PhD works [Keromnes 2008]
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whose main results were published in Ref.[Guibert 2010]. The following sections dedicated to
HCCI characterization are based on these works. The careful design of the UPMC-RCM is
first introduced, highlighting how it follows the aforementioned recommendations to trap the
cold gases flowing from the walls due to the piston motion and thus to control the compression
generated turbulence. Then is presented a methodology to investigate the influence of the
post-compression turbulence level, measured by Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), on the
visible ignition kernel growth. Four diﬀerent fuels are mixed with air at an equivalence ratio
of 0.4, so that the main parameter varied is the ratio of the ignition delay time to the
characteristic decay time for the post-compression turbulence. Namely, the four mixtures
exhibit large Lewis numbers. Therefore, possible flame fronts should be stable when burning
into these mixtures, even when still turbulent. As a result, the kernel topology and the
displacement speed of the visible propagation front can be statistically correlated. Finally
the author concludes with a qualitative assessment of the role of the initial turbulence level
on the relative contribution to the overall auto-ignition by the two combustion modes.

2
2.1

The experimental facility at UPMC
The UPMC rapid compression machine

Figure 14 shows a partial cross-section view of the UPMC-RCM. A detailed technical description of the machine can be found in Ref. [Guibert 2007]. The machine can be
divided into four main components : the hydraulic system, a single piston (2-3) moving inside a pre-compression chamber (4), the combustion chamber (6), and the acquisition and
control system. More details about the first and fourth components can be found in Ref.
[Guibert 2007].
The whole test chamber consists of four parts : the pre-compression chamber (4), the
convergent section (5), the piston nose lodging section, and the combustion chamber (6).
All metallic internal surfaces are chrome plated to prevent corrosion and to make the use
of any lubricant superfluous. The pre-compression chamber is a 200 mm long stainless steel
tube with a 91.5 mm inner diameter through which the piston travels during operation. Test
gas mixtures are loaded into this chamber through an inlet port (1) connected to the test
gas supply manifold prior to firing the machine. The exhaust gases pass through an exhaust
valve at the top of the combustion chamber. The pre- compression chamber is heated by
three resistors that allow control of the wall temperature, which is set to match the initial
mixture temperature. The stainless steel convergent section is 50 mm long and bridges the
91.5 mm bore of the pre- compression chamber with the 40 mm bore of the combustion
chamber. The very end of the convergent section provides the contact surface that halts the
piston motion. The piston nose is housed in a stainless steel section once at its final position.
The combustion chamber is made of quartz to provide extensive optical access. The
internal section surface is cylindrical with an octagon-shaped external surface to ease visual
bias correction. This chamber is tightened between the piston nose lodging section and the top
plate (not shown in Fig.14) by screws going through external spacers. These two combustion
section ends are wrapped with a heating tape. Flat graphite seals covering both ends were
proved to ensure both air-tightness and material integrity at internal pressures up to 150
bar. The stainless steel top plate contains a dynamic pressure transducer port equipped with
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Figure 14 – Optical arrangement for PIV measurements inside the UPMC-RCM combustion
chamber. 1 : mixture inlet port ; 2 : piston body ; 3 : piston nose ; 4 : pre-compression
chamber ; 5 : convergent section ; 6 : combustion chamber ; 7 : PIV laser head mounted with
its laser sheet generation optics ; 8 : refining cylindrical lens ; 9 : PIV camera. [Guibert 2010]
a Kistler 6061B transducer and a 5011B charge amplifier.
Typical RCM facilities are designed to simulate a single compression event of a gaseous
mixture volume with a very short duration to avoid significant heat losses and reactions
from occuring before reaching the final piston position. In the UPMC-RCM the whole fast
compression is powered by the hydraulic system, which makes the piston motion control
both accurate and flexible, and ensures that the piston is held without any rebound at its
final position. A micrometer whose sensor is located on the piston shaft enables both piston
position and velocity measurements. These measurements provide the data acquired by a
computer that, in turn, controls the hydraulic system to adjust both the initial piston head
position and the instantaneous piston speed to the required values. The present piston head
design followed the original concept of the sabot implemented in the University of Michigan
RCM [Donovan 2004]. The piston head is composed of two aluminium parts : a body (2)
whose upper part is a truncated cone matching the manifold convergent section bore and a
removable cylindrical nose (3). Two spring-loaded U-rings seal the piston head in the bore of
the driven section. The nose diameter is slightly lower than the piston nose lodging section
bore. An O-ring located close to the nose foot on the truncated cone prevents leakage from
the combustion chamber once the piston head is locked at its final position. As a result of
the high speed of the compression process, cooling due to heat transfer is restricted to a thin
layer of gases along the bounding surfaces of the pre-compression chamber. As shown by
Donovan et al [Donovan 2004], the shoulder region traps this very small portion of the test
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gas mixture at the piston’s final position that includes most of the fluid disturbances caused
by the travel of the piston head down the length of the pre-compression chamber. Therefore,
the turbulent mixing of the bulk gases with the near-wall cold gases is significantly reduced.
Gas mixtures were prepared manometrically inside a 30-liter vacuum tank where a propeller ensures homogeneity. A large tank was employed so that many runs could be conducted
with the same charge. A capacitance diaphragm manometer was used for measuring each
mixture component partial pressure. The entire test section was vacuumed down to 200 Pa
then flushed by the mixture. The sequence was repeated once more to prevent undesired
dilution.
Experiments were conducted in a 40 mm high combustion chamber with a 160 mm long
stroke, giving a compression ratio of 15. Due to its careful design, the overall reproducibility
of the UPMC-RCM is ±5% based on ignition delay times.

2.2

Diagnostics

Particle Imaging Velocimetry
The steady-state (t=+∞) is the undisturbed environment, and hence “turbulence” is to
be understood as the ensuing intermittent flow field. The instantaneous flow field was mapped
by a PIV system (see 7-9 in Fig.14), where a New Wave Pegasus laser with a wavelength of
527 nm operating at 700 Hz was used as the light source (10 mJ/pulse). An optical system
with a planoconvex lens and a cylindrical-concave lens, followed by a 500 mm focal length
cylindrical lens, created a laser sheet of 40 mm width and 0.6 mm thickness at the center of
the measurement window. This sheet went through the combustion chamber axis.
The Dantec NanoSense MkIII CCD camera fitted with a Nikon 65-mm f/5.6 lens was
oriented perpendicular to the laser sheet to collect light scattered from seeding particles
on a 1280x744 pixels2 matrix. A notch filter with a wavelength of 520 ± 20 nm was used
to minimize interference. Up to 160 pairs of image frames could be captured onto a host
computer’s hard-drive.
In-cylinder PIV studies usually utilize solid hollow thin-shelled particles that undergo
stringent thermodynamic conditions associated with the combustion. However, the purpose
of this study was to investigate the initial turbulent flow prior to ignition, and as a result,
starch particles with 20 µm mean diameter were chosen as flow seeding due to their relatively
low density. Using the Hjelmfelt/Mockros calculation [Melling 1997], a 95% amplitude flowfollowing accuracy requirement at a 1 kHz flow fluctuation rate in air at standard pressure
and temperature yields a limiting particle size of 35 µm. As the flow following ability increases
with the gas density and viscosity, the amplitude-following accuracy improves from the value
of 95% as the compression progresses. Thus, the starch particles were considered good tracers
for the flow characteristics of the UPMC-RCM. The seed-particles were stored into a heated
glass vessel connected to the intake manifold through a valve. This allowed the seeding rate
to be controlled when particles were blown into the intake flow.
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High-Speed Imaging
A high speed camera (Photron Fastcam Ultima APX) with a gated intensified megapixel CMOS sensor provided 10-bit black and white frames of the combustion chamber
on a 512x512 pixels2 matrix at 12,500 frames per second (fps). This camera imaged the
development of the auto- ignition, capturing its spontaneous chemiluminescence over the
visible spectrum. The exposure time was kept constant at 80 µs. This camera, replacing the
PIV one for the visible visualizations experiments, was focused on the plane corresponding
to the PIV laser sheet, using a Nikor 60-mm f/2.8 lens. With this optical arrangement, each
pixel in the CMOS array imaging focused light from a volume corresponding to 0.1 mm in
height, 0.1 mm in width and 1 mm in depth. The intensification was adjusted for each test
so that the dynamic range was fully used while the saturation was not reached. In this way,
the contours statistics showed a weak sensitivity to the camera settings.

3
3.1

Combustion characteristics in a Rapid Compression
Machine
Experimental conditions investigated

Experiments were conducted in the UPMC-RCM at a fixed equivalence ratio of 0.4 and
using air as oxidizer. These choices were made because these values are relevant to the sought
HCCI operating conditions. Constituent gases have purities of at least 99.98%. The initial
pressure and temperature were 0.09 MPa and 323 K, respectively. The tendency of the results
reported in the following discussion section showed only a weak sensitivity to these values.
The main parameter varied here is the fuel type. The results in terms of pressure-time
history are shown in Fig.15. The compression process occurs within 30 ms, without any
significant pressure disturbances at the piston stop (t=0). The compression end pressure
range is quite narrow (0.3 MPa). Calculations reveal that 0.25 MPa of the compression end
pressure variations may be attributed to the discrepancies among the mixtures specific heat
capacity ratios, leaving 0.05 MPa to the RCM reproducibility (mainly on the initial pressure).
As the test gases cool, the pressure decreases slightly, but without any sharp changes that
would indicate greatly enhanced heat transfer. After a time delay, combustion occurs as
revealed by the rapid and significant pressure rises shown for all the fuels.
The ignition delay time may be defined as the time diﬀerence between the end of compression and the maximum rate of pressure rise during ignition [Roubaud 2000, Brett 2001].
Thus, the inferred ignition delay times are listed in Tab. 3.1, together with the experimental conditions investigated here. However, because the definition of ignition delay time is
controversial in the RCMs related literature [Tanaka 2003b], we also arbitrarily define here
a characteristic delay time (τ ) as the time between the compression end and the maximum
pressure, as shown for τ4 in Fig.15. This definition basically leads to a normalized time scale
that is spanned between 0 and 1 when analyzing the ignition kernels topology (see Fig.20).
It can be seen here that the characteristic delay time is significantly diﬀerent for the various
fuels, so is the ignition delay time.
Binary mixtures of n-heptane and iso-octane, called Primary Reference Fuels (PRF), are
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Figure 15 – Pressure-time records in the UPMC-RCM (equivalence ratio=0.4 ; Pinit =0.09
MPa ; Tinit =323 K ; compression ratio=15). 1 : 1-hexene/air ; 2 : PRF90/air ; 3 : MCP/air ;
4 : PRF100/air. The symbols indicate the location of the pictures shown in Fig.16 and Fig.21.
[Guibert 2010]
Table 2 – Experimental conditions and corresponding ignition delay times
Fuel

1-hexene

PRF90

Equivalence ratio (with air)

0.4

Initial temperature (K)

323

Initial pressure (MPa)

0.09

MCP

PRF100

Compression end temperature 2 (K)

840

836

848

836

Compression end pressure (MPa)

3.66

3.79

3.8

3.72

Mean ignition delay time 3 (ms)

5.8

20.1

45.6

158.5

1.1

2.5

10.9

RMS ignition delay time fluctuation (ms) 0.3
1

adiabatic evaluation

2

from the end of compression to the maximum rate of pressure rise

common fuels for chemical kinetics studies of auto-ignition [Tanaka 2003b]. 1-hexene is one of
the major olefins formed during the oxidation of higher alkanes, a fact that makes its oxidation kinetics important [Yahyaoui 2006]. Methylcyclopentane is a cycloalkyl with a branched
methyl group that can decrease the activation energy required for the ring opening, and therefore enhance the fuel oxidation [Sirjean 2007]. The chosen fuels exhibit a fairly wide range
of characteristic delay times : the iso-octane(PRF100)/air mixture delay time (τ4 =177.8 ms)
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is far longer than the 1-hexene/air mixture one (τ1 =7 ms) while PRF90/air and MCP/air
mixtures ignitions are characterized by intermediate delay times (τ2 =27.1 ms and τ3 =57.9
ms respectively). Moreover, it is of interest to notice that MCP/air and PRF100/air are the
mixtures that reach the highest pressure levels at the end of the compression whereas their
delay time are the second and fourth shortest respectively. Eventually, the adiabatic temperature levels reached at the compression end (see Table 3.1) show that the PRF mixtures
stand away from the negative temperature coeﬃcient (NTC) zone [Tanaka 2003b]. Data are
missing for 1-hexene and MCP in the literature but the pressure-time records shown in Fig.
15 do not exhibit any two-stage ignition. Therefore, no cool flame is expected within the
investigated conditions.

3.2

Visible kernels contours topology

There exist a variety of methodologies on how to track combustion propagation fronts.
The statistical method used follows the suggestions by Renou et al [Renou 2000]. However,
the primary goal here was to identify the evidence of diﬀerent regimes of combustion, rather
than to make a quantitative statement regarding the flame displacement speed across the
range of possible engine operating conditions. Therefore, no laser sheet was used to obtain
an accurate instantaneous two- dimensional front. Using the intensified high-speed camera,
the detected front was the result of the integration of the combustion zone visible emissions
over the camera depth of field, just as performed recently by Walton et al [Walton 2007].
Figure 16 is a comparison of the 1-hexene/air and PRF100/air mixtures visible ignitions and
combustion propagations. These pictures times, marked on Fig. 15, correspond to 20%, 32%,
43% and 60% of the pressure rise ∆Ptot between the compression end and peak pressure.
For times where ∆P(t)/∆Ptot ≥ 50%, the visible kernel has filled more than 90% of the
combustion chamber area and the interpretation of the visible imaging appears beyond the
validity of the technique.
A grey scale threshold between the burned and the unburned regions for each image was
determined from the histogram of grey scale values. The visible kernel front corresponding to
this threshold was extracted by an edge detection algorithm. As the histogram of grey scale
was quite bimodal around the kernel front, the edge shapes were found to be fairly insensitive
to the selected threshold values. Once the contours were determined, a fourth-order fit was
applied to obtain, for each local contour coordinate, a smoothed function calculated with the
surrounding coordinates. The contour curvature and its associated probability density function (pdf) could then be inferred [Guibert 2007]. The evolution of these functions with time
indicates how the front wrinkle scale distribution develops after auto-ignition. Furthermore,
two consequential contours enabled estimation of the pdfs of the visible kernel front velocity.
However, the eﬀects of the flow on the kernel front structure must be assessed through the
flame displacement speed sd n [Williams 1985] :
sd n = w − u

(24)

where n is the unit vector normal to the contour pointing towards the unburned gases, w
the ignition front velocity as determined by the contour displacement in the normal direction
and u the local unburned gas velocity.
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Figure 16 – Visible ignitions of 1-hexene/air mixture above and PRF100/air mixture below
at diﬀerent levels of their respective maximum pressure rise ∆Ptot (equivalence ratio=0.4 ;
Pinit =0.09 MPa ; Tinit =323 K ; compression ratio=15). [Guibert 2010]

3.3

Flow characteristics prior to ignition

Although PIV has already been applied in reacting flows, numerous issues aﬀect the
accuracy of the technique in flames such as thermophoresis bias on seeding particles, laser
sheet distortion due to local refractive index gradients that are enhanced at high pressure,
or flame emission interferences. Therefore, in order to obtain the velocity field u within the
combustion chamber prior to ignition, inert gas experiments were conducted at comparable
experimental conditions to those used in the reactive mixtures ignition studies. As described
by Tanaka et al [Tanaka 2003b], an inert mixture was prepared so that its specific heat ratio
was the mean of the specific heat ratios of the four reactive mixtures at a temperature of
820 K and pressure of 3 MPa (computed adiabatic conditions at the compression end). As
a result, the pressure time history of the inert mixture mimiced the pressure time history
averaged over the four fuel/air mixtures within the compression stroke, the compression end
pressure discrepancy being lower than 2%. The post-compression characteristics of the inert
mixture flow show weak sensitivity to the inert composition.
Given the laser frequency, the time between two consequential velocity fields was 1.4 ms.
The spatial resolution of the PIV system is the larger of the two parameters : the thickness
of the PIV laser sheet (0.6 mm) and the interrogation region (IR) characteristic length. The
smallest IR size was 32x32 pixels2 , corresponding to a probe area of 1.5x1.5 mm2 , with a
50% overlap. The Dantec FlowManager software provides a good spatial resolution while
retaining the maximum number of particle pairs within the IR. Typically, the number of
good vectors as determined by a comparison to the nearest neighbors was 95% with the 1.5
mm resolution.
Figure 17 exhibits a sequence of instantaneous velocity magnitude fields obtained by PIV
measurements, together with the flow streamlines. No data are shown in the 1 mm wide
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Figure 17 – Velocity magnitude fields and flow streamlines within the reference inert mixture
at the compression end. [Guibert 2010]
band that surrounds the investigated zone. This band width corresponds to half the IR
characteristic length. At the first field time (t=-2.8 ms), the piston is about to stop. The jet
induced by the piston motion is fairly axial and large counter-rotating eddies are observed.
However, a light experimental skewness creates in the upper right corner a region where
the characteristic residence time is longer, as revealed by the low velocity magnitude level.
The velocity magnitude field is shaped by the jet : the axial region velocity is quite high
whereas the flow at the eddies centers is slow. At the compression end time (t=0), due to
the impact induced by the piston stop, the streamlines coming from the bottom boundary
are still upward but the jet has already vanished, enabling the spread of the stronger eddy in
the upper right corner. This induces the birth of a counter-rotating eddy in the lower part of
the chamber. Because of the viscous dissipation, the overall velocity magnitude level starts
decreasing and the field gets more uniform. Shortly after the piston stop (t=5.7 ms), the
viscous eﬀect is even more obvious : the eddy in the upper right corner has broken, making
the flow streamlines outward. The overall velocity magnitude level is vanishing in a fairly
uniform way.
Figure 18 shows the evolution with time of the total kinetic energy measured within the
laser sheet and averaged over 20 runs. Based on standard deviation, the largest error bar at
a given kinetic energy level is lower than 0.4 ms. Thus, the characteristic decay time for the
post-compression turbulence is considered to be really reproducible. The ignition and characteristic delay times of the four air/fuel mixtures are represented, showing that the chosen
experimental conditions span a wide range of the ratio formed by the characteristic delay
time and the post- compression turbulence decay characteristic time. The darker parts of the
bars represent the portion of the characteristic delay time where ignitions and combustion
propagations can be detected visually. As the delay times increase, visible combustion starts
occuring during the so-called ignition delay, justifying once more the following discussion.

3.4

Results and discussion

As seen in Fig.16, the visible part of the 1-hexene/air ignition and combustion propagation
appears to spread in a front-like manner from an initial single spot located in the upper
right corner. This signifies that gas resident in the central region at this time is colder
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Figure 18 – Mean total kinetic energy of the inert mixture in the combustion chamber
versus time (logarithmic scale) after the compression end (Pinit =0.09 MPa ; Tinit =323 K ;
compression ratio=15). Bars represent the four fuel/air mixtures ignition delay times and
characteristic delay times (τi )i=1,4 referenced in Fig.15. The darker parts correspond to the
visible combustion duration until the maximum pressure. [Guibert 2010]
than that in the “toroidal” zone surrounding it. This observation is in agreement with the
temperature measurements performed by Clarkson et al [Clarkson 2001] who qualitatively
explained that at the end of compression a cold plug of gas is swept across the piston face
(z=0 for t≥0 here) and is able to penetrate the center of the adiabatically heated core
gas. To the author’s knowledge, the above flow characterization, based on the fields shown
in Fig.17, is the first experimental contribution that complements and supports Clarkson’s
explanations. As already mentioned, the residence time in the upper right corner is clearly
longer while the streamlines coming from the piston face at t=0 expel colder gases towards
the core.
Figure 19 is a superposition of the 1-hexene/air kernel contours extracted from the first
three pictures in Fig.16 and the inert flow streamlines at the first contour time (e.g. at t=5.7
ms in Fig.17). In the case of the 1-hexene/air mixture, the confinement involved by the
eddy has enhanced the reaction thermal runaway in the upper right corner, and as a result
spontaneous volumetric ignition is induced in this narrow zone. At its vicinity, this ignition
kernel then increases the temperature gradient as the turbulent mixing dissipation characteristic time is longer than this sequence time scale (see Fig.18). This enhanced temperature
gradient then favours the development of a propagation front [Zel’dovich 1984]. Later on,
the initially wrinkled front propagates following more or less the streamlines but obviously
smoothing its main wrinkle convex to the burned gas in the left lower part of the contour.
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Eventually, the front propagating downwards appears even smoother. This sequence characterizes a thin flame front propagation within mixtures exhibiting a Lewis number larger than
unity, where the flame presents large wrinkles for any zones convex to the unburned gas, and
simultaneously, tends to smooth the wrinkles convex to the burned gas [Renou 2000]. Indeed,
the four fuel/air mixtures have large Lewis numbers (between 2.6 and 2.8 at a temperature
of 820 K and a pressure of 3 MPa). These considerations would show that, after an initial
volumetric ignition, the early 1-hexene/air combustion propagation is governed by a flame
front phenomenon.
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Figure 19 – Superposition of the inert flow streamlines at t/τ1 =0.73 and the 1- hexene/air
kernel contours at t/τ1 =0.74, 0.77, and 0.79. The vector lengths normal to the contours are
proportional to sd . [Guibert 2010]
Note here that the superposition in Fig.19 is based on the assumption that the reacting
zone weakly influences the flow within the remaining zone, which, to some extent, is right at
this early stage of the ignition and is justified by the above discussion.
In contrast to the former mixture, the PRF100/air visible combustion seems to progress
in a more volumetric way with a slight spatial spreading but a high global intensity increase
(Fig.16). Such late occurence of ignition characteristics is consistent with the visible imaging
sequence of a quite late PRF100/oxidizer ignition shown by Walton et al [Walton 2007], who
observed almost no structures or spatial non-uniformities in the visible emission images so
that ignition occurred simultaneously throughout the combustion chamber. As mentioned by
these authors, this demonstrates the significance of the local heat dissipation rates, namely
due to the prior turbulent mixing that tends to smooth inhomogeneities, and thus promotes
the volumetric combustion mode.
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As demonstrated by Chen et al [Chen 2006], the nature of the kernel front can be analyzed further based on the flame stretch mainly due to the combined eﬀect of curvature
and propagation, sd ∇ • n in the theory of thin flame sheet. ∇ • n is the curvature of the
isocontour corresponding to the visible edge detection threshold. At any contour point, sd
can be inferred from Eq.(24) by interpolating the simultaneous velocity field and subtracting this computed velocity u to the local kernel front velocity w. The inferred kernel front
displacement speed vectors are represented in Fig.19. The length distribution of the vectors
along the contours illustrates how biased a direct interpretation of the kernel front velocity
distribution would be when the turbulence level is still significant. As the streamlines convect
the left lower part of the front between the first two contours, u and n both point towards
the unburned gases. Thus, sd is not relatively high in this region whereas this part of the
contour accelerates in terms of w as compared to its neighboring parts.
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Figure 20 – Non-dimensional mean curvature-induced stretch (lines, solid : 1-hexene/air ;
dashdotted : PRF90/air ; dashed : MCP/air) and mean curvature (symbols, � : 1-hexene/air ;
� : PRF90/air ; ◦ : MCP/air) versus normalized time. The insert shows the stretch evolution
for PRF100/air. The surrounded dots indicate the location of the pictures shown in Fig.21.
[Guibert 2010]
Figure 20 shows the evolution (normalized time) of the non- dimensional mean stretch
that should be induced by the front curvature together with the normalized mean front
curvature. All these data, extracted from the visible contours characteristics, are located
after 0.65 τi . This is in accordance with the predictions by Chen et al from the computed
maximum heat release rate contours (see Fig.16 in Ref. [Chen 2006]). After an induction time
where chemical reactions are not visible, the ignited kernel suddenly appears in the hottest
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region and grows as revealed by the decreasing mean curvature. Due to the confinement in
the combustion chamber of Rcc radius, the mean curvature typically converges towards 1/Rcc .
As the turbulent mixing makes the mixture temperature more homogeneous, the theoretical
flame front speed increases with time [Zel’dovich 1984]. Still, the kernel growth rate increases
with the characteristic delay time : the convergence of the MCP/air mean curvature is faster
than that of PRF90/air, which is quite more distinct than that of 1-hexene/air. Therefore,
all these three mixtures probably experience a flame front propagation during the kernel
growth. In contrast, the comparison of the mean curvature and mean stretch evolutions for
each mixture show two diﬀerent behaviors. On one hand, the 1-hexene/air and PRF90/air
mixtures exhibit a quite even flame stretch decrease that seems to follow the curvature
tendency. Therefore, these mixtures combustion would be fully driven by a thin flame front,
at least during the investigated time. On the other hand, the MCP/air flame stretch decrease
is more chaotic and appears to remove from the curvature evolution.

Figure 21 – Visible ignitions of PRF90/air mixture above and MCP/air mixture below at
diﬀerent fractions of their respective charateristic delay times. Numbers 1 to 4 referred to the
dots marked in Fig.20 (equivalence ratio=0.4 ; x Pinit =0.09 MPa ; Tinit =323 K ; compression
ratio=15). [Guibert 2010]
To further compare these evolutions, the visible kernels corresponding to the dots numbered from 1 to 4 in Fig.20 are shown in Fig.21. At the time of these mixtures visible ignition,
the turbulent mixing dissipation has already made the scalar fields more uniform (see Fig.18).
As a result, the thermal runaway is favoured at the chamber centre due to the heat losses at
the walls and the visible kernels appear in a more central zone than the 1-hexene/air kernel.
Nevertheless, in a way similar to the 1-hexene/air kernel growth (Fig. 16), the PRF90/air
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kernel looks to spread in a front-like manner at the kernel boundaries. The initial MCP/air
kernel looks more stagnant within the sequence shown but at t/τ3 = 0.72, a secondary kernel
appears at the bottom boundary, grows (t/τ3 = 0.733) and both kernels eventually merge
(t/τ3 = 0.74). The expansion of the initial kernel probably further compresses the unburned
test gas mixture and eventually induces its volumetric combustion. This sequence explains
the discrepancy from the thin flame stretch theory observed in Fig.20 for the MCP/air data.
This statement is supported by the scattered evolution of PRF100/air stretch (insert in
Fig.20), which shows no trend while its visible ignition indeed appears volumetric (Fig.16)
and a secondary kernel appears as well on the left side at ∆P/∆Ptot = 43 %.

4

Conclusions

The comparison of the curvature of kernel contours and thin flame stretch evolutions
brings here a new experimental evidence to the theoretical prediction that two distinct regimes may govern the ignition and combustion propagation within reactive mixtures in RCM :
either a purely volumetric ignition or a mixed ignition. In the latter case, the combustion
involves a reaction front that occurs shortly after the initial volumetric ignition and may
induce a final volumetric combustion induced by compression. The methodology followed
is complementary with that of Walton et al [Walton 2007]. To the author’s knowledge, the
experimental data are the first to conclude that the initial turbulent energy level in RCM
can play a significant role in the balance between both regimes, and thus on the limit between both regimes, as predicted by some numerical simulations [Chen 2006]. The impact
of this conclusion is to be considered. The residual turbulence level is indeed highly set-up
dependent, therefore should be accounted for when comparing ignition delay times obtained
in diﬀerent RCMs.
This caution is even more relevant for HCCI engine tuning as the peak in-cylinder turbulence level and auto-ignition occur almost simultaneously. Moreover, in an academic RCM
configuration, the post-compression turbulence level decay rate is very fast. However, from
the engine perspective, this post-compression turbulence would not decay as fast as seen in
a RCM due to the turbulence induced by the piston motion in the expansion stroke. This
would increase the characteristic decay time of turbulence, therefore lower the range of the
ratio of the ignition delay time to the characteristic decay time for the post-compression
turbulence and finally promote a mixed ignition.
To complement these results, further eﬀorts should aim at investigating the influence of
the turbulence length scales spectrum on the ignition process. Namely, turbulence locally
impacts the ignition process by straining nascent flames and by mixing partially-reacted
fluid. Although the characteristic turbulence decay time - investigated in the present studyand the characteristic eddy turn-over time -beyond the resolution of the present PIV setupmay be closely correlated, the latter characteristic time should be a key parameter controlling
the balance between both combustion modes.
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When flames experience magnetic fields
Abstract This part reports the preliminary results of a nascent project initiated by the
author and that aims at exploring combustion control through multi-physics. Supporting
further investigations that will be conducted along Agnes Jocher’s PhD works, the first experiments unveiled a still unknown eﬀect of a high downward gradient of the square of the
magnetic flux density on a laminar methane diﬀusion flame established over an axisymmetric
coflow burner. Because the magnetic force is expected to act mainly on paramagnetic oxygen,
a parametric study varying the coflowing stream oxygen content, the oxidizer velocity and
the magnitude of the gradient of the square of the magnetic flux density was performed. CH*
radicals spontaneous chemiluminescence was captured to track the flame sheets. Despite a
low Reynolds number at the fuel exit and oxidizer flow velocities slightly larger than the
fuel exit velocity, the flame flickering was triggered by downward gradients of the square of
the magnetic flux density of magnitudes from 0.4 and 1.4 T2 /m for O2 contents of 0.75 and
0.55, respectively. This flickering is shown to result from an axisymmetric mode of a convective instability. Qualitative speculations based on previous works suggest that the magnetic
body force may alternately strengthen buoyancy and shear stress, therefore hastening the
instability onset. Indeed, at relatively low Grashof numbers, a region of flickering conditions
shows up and grows with a magnetic Reynolds number. The sensitivities of the flickering
frequency and amplitude are finally addressed, namely showing that over the investigated
range of parameters the frequency spreads from 10.5 to 14 Hz.
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1

Overview

While initially investigating new means of soot release control in flames, Legros et al
[Legros 2011] observed a totally unsought eﬀect, what stimulates any scientist’s curiosity.
These authors actually triggered oscillations of a diﬀusion flame established over an academic
axisymmetric coflow burner when exposing this flame to a high downward gradient of the
square of the magnetic flux density B. The movie showing this triggering may be downloaded
on the author’s web page. 4
As Mizutani et al [Mizutani 2001] showed that a magnetic field as intense as 5 T hardly
aﬀects the chemical kinetics of combustion in flames, the authors’ initial motivation was
rather based on the magnetic eﬀects on gas dynamics as the magnetic susceptibility discrepancies among the chemical species in combustion may induce selective migration of reactive
species and/or mixture convection towards reaction zones [Boga 1990].
Starting from this statement, Yamada et al [Yamada 2002, Yamada 2003] extensively
studied a H2 /air jet diﬀusion flame. Their experimental and numerical results show that
concentration fields of O2 and OH radicals -highly soot-oxidizing species [Kim 2004]- exhibit
a high sensitivity to a B2 gradient due to their relatively high paramagnetic susceptibility.
Shinoda et al [Shinoda 2005] then devoted further eﬀorts to study the magnetic field
eﬀect on OH density distribution in a methane/air premixed jet flame. As O2 mass density
and magnetic susceptibility are much larger than that of other chemical species in the flame,
the magnetic force acting on O2 in the surrounding air was found to cause the change in the
convection velocity of the gas mixture and displace the OH density distribution indirectly.
Studying methane/air coflow diﬀusion flame, Gilard et al [Gilard 2008] showed that downward B2 gradients may extend the flame stability as the magnetic force tends to minimize the
liftoﬀ height and increase the flow rate above which the flame blows out. For this purpose,
Gilard et al established flames at relatively high mean fuel exit velocity and placed two small
permanent magnets facing each other in the vicinity of the burner tip. Thus, downward B2
gradients may play a significant role in the extent of the jet diﬀusion flames stability domain. The subsequent question that finally arises from these remarkable results addresses
the reverse trend : can such a magnetic gradient trigger instabilities ?
Among instabilities, jet diﬀusion flame flickering has been extensively investigated for
a long time [Chamberlin 1928], experimentally [Chen 1988], theoretically [Buckmaster 1986,
Mahalingam 1991], and numerically [Katta 1993]. Flickering indeed characterizes transitional flames from laminar to turbulent regimes, whose control may be required for combustion eﬃciency [Chen 1988]. Conversely, flickering accompanies dying candles extinction
[Lamprecht 1972]. Interestingly, to induce this low frequency instability, all these studies
needed to establish fuel velocities fairly higher than oxidizer coflow velocities, resulting in
quite large fuel exit Reynolds numbers.
Discovering a domain of parameters at relatively lower fuel exit Reynolds numbers where
flame flickering was systematically triggered by large downward B2 gradients, Legros et al
[Legros 2011] did highlight the conditions to meet when expecting for this magnetic triggering. As the phenomena that govern the subsequent instability remain unclear, the collaboration with Prof Heinz Pitsch, co-supervisor of Agnes Jocher’s PhD works, finds here one of
its original challenges.
4. http ://www.dalembert.upmc.fr/home/legros
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A magnetically induced combustion instability

The author focuses here on carefully characterizing the surrounding conditions that lead
to the flickering triggering. The magnetic flux density field created by the electromagnet
used, located at Palais de la Découverte (Paris-France), is mapped via calibrated computations, identifying a volume of fairly constant downward B2 gradient. This volume height
then compeled the range of parameters allowed for the flame to be confined in this wellcharacterized magnetic conditions. Whereas the fuel exit velocity was kept constant, the
parameters investigated were the O2 content in the coflowing oxidizer stream, the oxidizer
velocity, and the magnitude of the downward B2 gradient.
As laminar jet diﬀusion flame shape, and especially length, is a fundamental property
that is readily measured and modeled [Sunderland 1999], CH* radicals spontaneous chemiluminescence was imaged to capture the flame sheet response to the magnetic perturbation.
The raw flame visualizations are then presented for qualitative observations of the parameters influence. This further supports a speculated scenario for the forces balance that induces
flickering.

2.1

Experimental procedure

Burner configuration
The diﬀusion flames were established over an axisymmetric coflow burner identical to
the one described by Santoro et al [Santoro 1983]. In order to expose the flames to high and
fairly uniform B2 gradients, the burner tip was located at z=0.10 m with respect to Fig.22
axis. In the following, the origin of the z-axis is located at the burner tip. The cross-stream
coordinate is r, which is the distance from the burner’s axis of symmetry.
Fuel is injected via a mass flow controller through the vertical axial brass duct, which
has a 11 mm eﬀective diameter of injection dF . The axial duct is straight over a distance
of 250 mm upstream its tip so that the exit velocity profile can be assumed fully-developed
over the range of investigated methane flow rates [Santoro 1983].
The oxidizer consists of a mixture of O2 and N2 . Two other mass flow controllers enable
variation of the oxygen molar content, XO2 , in the oxidizer stream. The oxidizer mixture
flow is then introduced into a concentric 102 mm inner diameter brass cylinder through four
bent ducts that promote a final mixing. A perforated brass plate, glass beads, and finally
a 1.2 mm cell-size 50 mm high ceramic honeycomb straighten the oxidizer flow. The fuel
tube extends 3 mm above the honeycomb surface. The burner has been placed on a rig to
be inserted between the two coils of an electromagnet.
Magnetic field generation
A schematic of the electromagnet used with its relevant dimensions is represented in
Fig.22(a). The electromagnet axis of symmetry is defined by z=0. None of the burner’s rig
components are magnetic to avoid mechanical interferences. The rig enables the adjustment
of the burner position along the axis x=0 inside the electromagnet.
The electromagnet consists of two identical coils whose geometry is described in Ref.
[Legros 2011]. An iron magnetic circuit confines the magnetic field lines. The truncated
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Figure 22 – Computed magnetic field produced by the electromagnet (z=0 : axis of symmetry). (a) Map of B2 within the air gap and magnetic field lines created by a 461 A current.
Locations of measurements for : ◦ calibration, x accuracy assessment. (b) Profiles of B2 zcomponent gradient at two x-locations and for three current magnitudes. For magnetic field
3 (461 A), the black crosses at z=0.10 m and 0.20 m represent the measurements for the
calibration and the accuracy assessment, respectively, together with their associated error
bars. [Legros 2011]
cone-shaped iron pieces of this circuit tends to drive the magnetic field lines towards the air
gap core. Such a configuration, known as “Helmholtz coils”, creates a quite high magnetic
gradient in the vicinity of the air gap core.
It is not possible to derive an exact analytical expression of the magnetic field at any
point in space. Therefore, a two-dimensional numerical simulation has been carried out. The
magnetostatic field is here computed using PerMag [Humphries 1997], a code that employs
finite-element methods on variable-resolution conformal triangular meshes [Humphries 1996],
which enhances simulation accuracy and versatility. The code solves the Poisson equation
for the vector potential, Aθ , that is related to spatial variations of the drive current density,
jθ , and relative magnetic permeability, µr , of the medium :
� �
1
∇·
∇Aθ = −µ0 jθ
(25)
µr
Then the magnetic flux density B is inferred as B = ∇ × Aθ . The required inputs
to the computation therefore are the values of Aθ at the domain boundaries, the relative
magnetic permeability of the materials and the actual current density. The assumption that
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Table 3 – ∇z (B2 ) magnitudes produced.
Magnetic field
1
2
3
Average peak (T2 /m)
-0.40
-1.40 -4.30
Spatial fluctuation (T2 /m) ± 0.01 ± 0.1 ± 0.3
the boundaries act as perfectly-conducting walls, containing the entire flux, was confirmed
by magnetic flux measurements performed outside the electromagnet. Thus, Aθ was set to
zero at the boundaries. As iron is a non-linear material, the dependency µr (B) was given by
data from Los Alamos National Laboratory [Humphries 1997]. Finally, the current that was
measured at the power supply was supposed to flow uniformly through the coils section.
The results of the computation for a current magnitude of 461 A (i.e. a total of 34575
A through the 75 turns of each coil) are shown in Fig.22(a). B2 is mapped in the air gap
together with a set of red magnetic field lines. These field lines illustrate the role of the
iron magnetic circuit that confines the magnetic field. The current sign only influences the
direction of the field lines but not their shape. As the isolevel lines in the air gap are fairly
horizontal, the B2 gradient will be directed towards the air core, i.e. downwards if x=0 is
the vertical axis. Moreover, this gradient should be quite uniform at a given z.
A calibrating measurement was then necessary. The circle in Fig.22(a) indicates the location of the calibration. The cross represents the location (z=0.20 m) of the second measurement used to assess the simulation accuracy. For this purpose, the resistivity of a CY-P3A
Hall eﬀect sensor was measured with a standard six contact setup [Fauque 2009]. Within the
range of investigated experimental conditions, this resistivity is strictly proportional to the
magnetic flux density that flows through its 5 mm x 5 mm sensitive plane. Then, the calibration procedure of the numerical fields consisted in adjusting the magnitude of the current in
each coil. Three calibrated B fields, labeled magn.field 1 to 3, were produced by calibrated
current magnitudes of 136 A, 248 A, and 461 A respectively. The evolution of the inferred
z-component gradient, ∇z (B2 ), along axis x=0 and x=45 mm are shown in Fig.22(b). For
each of the three current levels, the computed values at z=0.20 m appear to be in a fair
agreement with the accuracy assessment measurement. For any field, the absolute gradient
peak appears as a plateau located between z=0.10 m and z=0.15 m. Therefore, within a
cylinder whose axis is x=0 and radius 50mm (i.e. containing the coflow at the burner exit),
included between z=0.10 m and z=0.15 m planes, the gradients will be considered constant.
Their z-component magnitudes together with the computed spatial fluctuations within the
cylindrical domain are reported in Tab.3, while the x-component gradient magnitudes were
also checked to be negligible. The absence of magnetic field is called magn.field 0.
Constants and parameters of the investigations
The following investigations are restricted to steady-state flames established at atmospheric pressure and constant room temperature of 295K.
Methane is chosen as fuel for its extensively documented behavior in diﬀusion flames.
Moreover, as the shortest hydrocarbon molecule, methane is the less sooty fuel among hydrocarbons [Glassman 1988]. As the influence of the magnetic field on the soot production
is beyond the scope of the present investigations, the use of methane reduces the sensitivity
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of the results to the soot production inside the flame. A single methane flow rate of 3.77 ±
0.07 cm3 /s was established, corresponding to a mean fuel injection velocity of VF =4.80 ±
0.09 cm/s, i.e. to a fuel exit Reynolds number of ReF =33. This flow rate was chosen so that
the largest flames presented in this study are still contained within the domain of almost
uniform ∇z (B2 ). Moreover, this work aims to investigate conditions that do not usually lead
to flickering, such as this low ReF .
The study consisted in investigating flames burning in oxidizer streams of three diﬀerent
O2 contents XO2 =0.30, 0.55, and 0.75 (± 0.01). The oxidizer mixture flow rate was set at
four diﬀerent values, corresponding to mean oxidizer velocities of Vox =5.0 ± 0.09, 6.9 ± 0.13,
8.4 ± 0.16, and 10.1 ± 0.2 cm/s, i.e. oxidizer Reynolds numbers Reox ranging from 310 to
640. Every flame experienced each of the three downward ∇z (B2 ) reported in Tab.3.
Finally, a single test consisted in reversing the current in the coils at a value of -461 A.
No flame deviation from the one observed with a 461 A current was noticed, even when
moving the camera line-of-sight around the burner axis. Therefore, the Lorentz force acting
on moving ions in the flame can be considered negligible.
Diagnostics
Two side openings in the iron envelope allow direct visualizations of the air gap. A
Photron Fastcam Ultima APX camera with a gated intensified mega-pixel CMOS sensor
provided 2000 8-bit black and white frames of each flame on a 512x256 pixels2 matrix at 500
frames per second. The exposure time was kept constant at 2 ms. The intensification was
also kept constant at 3.2 V so that the dynamic range was fully used while the saturation
was not reached over the range of investigated conditions. However, for the lowest O2 content
(XO2 =0.30), the intensification was set to 3.8 V as the signal weakens with decreasing XO2 .
The camera was focused on the plane containing the burner axis of symmetry, using a Nikor
60-mm f/2.8 lens. With this optical arrangement, each pixel in the CMOS array focused light
from a volume corresponding to 0.15 mm in height, 0.15 mm in width and 1 mm in depth.
To reduce the interferences with the radiative soot continuum as much as possible, the
camera was mounted with a narrow band filter centered at a wavelength λ=431 nm and
with a bandwidth of 10 nm at half the transmissivity maximum. Thus, the camera mainly
captured the spontaneous chemiluminescence from the flame’s CH* radicals [Najm 1998].
CH* radicals have been proved to be central to many hydrocarbon combustion chemical pathways as they originate from the reaction between O2 and C2 H. As done by Sunderland et al
[Sunderland 1999], the present investigations therefore interpreted the flame sheet extracted
from CH* contours as the envelope containing the primary reactions. With the above optical
settings, these flame sheets showed a weak sensitivity to the post-processing parameters.
Post-processing
No correction has been made for the signal line-of-sight integration as this is not expected
to influence the extraction of flame sheets, especially at the flame tip where the maximum
intensity stands on the flame axis. A grey scale threshold value between the oxidizer and
the fuel sides for each image was determined from the histogram of grey scale values. The
flame sheet corresponding to this threshold was extracted by an edge detection algorithm.
As the histogram of grey scale was quite bimodal around the detected front, the edge shapes
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were found to be fairly insensitive to the selected threshold values. Once the contours were
determined, flame length, Lfl , was defined as the distance between the highest point of the
flame sheet and the burner tip. Finally, a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of Lfl time history
enables the extraction of the flame length fluctuation amplitude spectra.

2.2

Flickering observations

Figure 23 shows three raw flame frames for each of the three O2 contents and each of the
three B2 gradients displayed. These flames were established at velocities of Vox =5.0 cm/s
and VF =4.8 cm/s. The spatial scales are varied to ease the relative comparison of the flame
sheet evolution with the parameters.

Figure 23 – Instantaneous CH* spontaneous chemiluminescence imaging of methane flames
burning in coflowing mixtures of diﬀerent O2 contents and for diﬀerent levels of downward B2
gradient (Vox =5.0 cm/s, VF =4.8 cm/s). For non-flickering conditions, the exposure starting
times of two following frames are separated by 24 ms. For flickering conditions, the shortest
and longest flames are shown on the left and on the right, respectively, and a flame exhibiting
the mean flame length stands in the middle. The insert shows the length time history for
the flame XO2 =0.55 and magn.field 3, together with its associated oscillation amplitude
spectrum. The DFT first coeﬃcient is set to zero for magnification of the main frequency
amplitude. [Legros 2011]
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First of all, the frames exhibiting non-flickering flames (i.e. all conditions except XO2 =0.55
and magn.field 3, XO2 =0.75 and magn.field 1, and XO2 =0.75 and magn.field 3) reveal a high
reproducibility, strengthening the reliability of the following analysis, which is based on the
mean flame length.
At the lowest O2 content, the flame gets brighter but does not change in size significantly
when the downward B2 gradient is enhanced. For a specific condition, there is little evidence
of flickering, thus all three frames have an almost identical geometry. As reported by Wakayama [Wakayama 1992, Wakayama 1996] and Gilard et al [Gilard 2008], in the presence of
such a downward gradient, the magnetic force, mainly acting on oxygen, indeed points in the
downward vertical direction. The subsequent thermo-magneto convection adds to buoyancy,
slightly enhancing mixing which is only manifested by the increase in flame brightness. No
significant geometrical change is observed.
At higher O2 contents, the flame flickers when the downward B2 gradient is enhanced (see
XO2 =0.55 and magn.field 3 for instance). At the lowest position of that flickering flame (frame
on the left), an increase in downward gradient results in a systematic shrinkage of the flame.
Interestingly, for conditions with no flickering (XO2 =0.55 and magn.field 1), the same trend
is observed. At the highest position of the flickering flame (frame on the right), an increase
in downward gradient results in an increase in length. During flickering the brightness seems
unaﬀected.
Two eﬀects unveil. An increase in O2 content reduces the flame length due to an enhanced
transport of oxygen to the fuel side and an increase in the downward B2 gradient enhances
thermo-magneto convection accelerating the oxidizer flow. While the former eﬀect is clear
(see magn.field 0 conditions in Fig. 23), the latter needs to be explained in more details when
addressing flickering flames.
When the flame is relatively long, buoyancy is strong, thus preferential acceleration induced by the downward gradient only reduces the deflection of the streamlines induced
by thermal expansion. Therefore, fuel and oxidizer streamlines are more parallel, what results in a weaker mixing and a longer flame. This was previously shown by Yamada et al
[Yamada 2003].
When the flame is relatively short, buoyancy is weak, thus preferential acceleration induced by the magnetic field selectively on the oxidizer side promotes shear stress, which
dominates and results in a better mixing and a shorter flame. This behavior was previously
reported by Wakayama [Wakayama 1992] and Gilard et al [Gilard 2008].
Thus, increasing the magnetic force through increased XO2 and/or ∇z (B2 ) appears to
lead the former trend to dominate the latter one.
However, Katta et al [Katta 1993] clearly showed that buoyancy reduces the velocity gradient in the jet shear layer as it acts on both sides of the flame sheet. In turn, this weakens
the process that possibly leads to the growth of outer and inner flame vortices. Still, the
outer vortices, identified as a modified Kelvin-Helmholtz-type instability [Buckmaster 1986],
are associated with the low-frequency flame flickering phenomenon. As a result, heat released
by combustion tends to delay this instability onset as compared to the equivalent cold jets
configuration. Therefore, when a magnetic force weakens the buoyancy stabilizing role, the
velocity gradient in the shear layer is enhanced, which in turn possibly leads to the flickering
observed for XO2 =0.55 and magn.field 3, and even at smaller ∇z (B2 ) for XO2 =0.75 and
magn.field 1. The insert in Fig.23 shows a part of a typical Lfl time history for the former
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conditions, exhibiting once more a high reproducibility of the oscillations along the recording. Therefore, the instability is clearly identified in the amplitude spectrum as flickering at
the low main frequency of 11.8 ± 0.2 Hz. As seen in the frames of the flickering flames, the
instabilities appear to be axisymmetric. For XO2 =0.75 and magn.field 1, two other tests with
diﬀerent camera line-of-sights provided identical flame length oscillation amplitude spectra,
highlighting that no azimuthal mode was triggered. It is worth noticing that once the flickering is triggered, Lfl seems to oscillate around the flame length at magn.field 0 (see the
second frame in each sequence of the flickering flames), as if the flame oscillated between
both trends of magnetic influence.
Finally, when Vox was increased to 6.9 cm/s, the flames at XO2 =0.55 and magn.field 3
and XO2 =0.75 and magn.field 1 did not flicker. This observation further supports the above
comment on the stabilizing role of forced and/or magnetic upward convection at the burner
tip, which possibly convects the perturbation downstream. Downloadable as a supplemental material of Ref.[Legros 2011], the movie S1 displays the transient flame experiencing
conditions from XO2 =0.55 and magn. field 3 to XO2 =0.55 and magn.field 0, showing that
the magnetic perturbation is not an absolute instability but a convective one, as the flame
quickly becomes perfectly laminar.

3

Triggering characteristics

Statistics of flame length mean values, and oscillation amplitudes and main frequencies
allow the identification of a domain of systematic magnetically triggered flickering, together
with an assessment of the parameters influence on the flickering characteristics.

3.1

Flickering onset governing parameters

The flickering onset triggered by downward B2 gradient appears to be the outcome of
the balance among shear, magnetic and buoyant forces. In the low Mach number combustion
model, the conservation of the momentum is as follows, incorporating the above three forces
[Yamada 2003] :
∇ · (ρvv) = −∇p + ∇ · (µ∇v) + ρ YO2 fm + ρ g
(26)
where the unsteady term and the Lorentz force are set to zero. v is the mixture mean velocity,
p the pressure, µ the dynamic viscosity, ρ the mixture density, YO2 the oxygen mass fraction,
and g the gravitational acceleration. As shown by Shinoda et al [Shinoda 2005], the magnetic
force per unit mass fm acts only on O2 . This force is expressed by :
fm =

� �
1
χ O2 ∇ B 2
2µ0

(27)

with µ0 being the vacuum magnetic permeability, and χO2 the oxygen magnetic susceptibility
per unit mass.
Due to the velocity gradient between cold oxidizer and hot gases streams, a boundary layer
is established. A usual boundary layer scale analysis [Law 2006] then leads to the definition
of the dimensionless Reynolds (Re) and Grashof (Gr) numbers. The former quantifies the
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ratio of the inertial to the viscous shear forces while the latter measures the balance between
buoyancy and viscous shear forces :
ReF

VF dF
=
νF

g ∆T L̄3f l
; Gr =
2 T
νox
ox

(28)

where νox is the oxidizer kinematic viscosity, L̄fl is the mean flame length that is the characteristic length over which buoyancy acts, and Tox is the free oxidizer stream temperature, i.e.
the room temperature. As recommended by Law [Law 2006] when the source of buoyancy is
a flame, ∆T=Tad -Tox with Tad being the adiabatic flame temperature.
In a similar fashion, Eq.(26) enables the definition of a magnetic Reynolds number Rem ,
defined here as the magnetic force tends to induce a convection in the oxidizer flow :
YO2 χO2 ∇ (B2 ) d2F
2 µ0
νox ∆V

Rem =

(29)

Grashof number Gr

In the latter definition, ∆V=|Vox − VF | is the characteristic velocity discrepancy that induces
viscous shear stress over the characteristic length dF in the cross-stream direction. ∇ (B2 )
was not diﬀerentiated as it was shown to be fairly constant within the flame region. The
total Reynolds number ReT is then defined as the sum of both ReF and Rem .
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Figure 24 – Grashof number as a function of total Reynolds number experienced by the
diﬀerent flames (ReF =33). Blue, black, and red symbols represent XO2 =0.30, 0.55, and 0.75
conditions, respectively. The filled symbols indicate the flickering flames. Numbers 1 to 7
identify the data plotted in Fig.25. Equation of the straight line :
Gr=8.19 103 ReT0.47 .
[Legros 2011]
To quantify Gr and Rem , adiabatic flame temperatures at stoichiometric conditions, Tad ,
were computed (2545K, 2933K, 3085K for the 3 increasing O2 contents respectively) using
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CEA [McBride 1996] assuming constant enthalpy and pressure. Viscosities were evaluated
using the CHEMKIN package [Kee 1989]. χO2 , evaluated at 1.41 10−6 kg−1 , is given by the
Curie law [Yamada 2003]. Finally, L̄fl was inferred from Lfl DFT first coeﬃcient.
Figure 24 maps the Grashof versus total Reynolds numbers experienced by the diﬀerent
flames. Magnitudes of ∇z (B2 ) are not specified but may be inferred from Rem . Flames established without any magnetic field stand at ReT =ReF . Due to their relatively high Gr,
the XO2 =0.30 flames do not reach suﬃciently high Rem to balance the stabilizing role of
buoyancy, and therefore they do not flicker within the range of ∇z (B2 ) investigated. Conversely, the flames burning at XO2 =0.75 exhibit relatively low Gr, enabling the magnetic force
to induce flickering at relatively low Rem . Thus, Fig.24 suggests a boundary that splits the
plane (ReT ,Gr) into regions of flickering and non-flickering. This is the first time that such
a flickering region is reported.

3.2

Flickering characteristics sensitivity

Relative amplitude ∆ Lfl / Lfl (%)

Although only 11 of the 37 flames that were exposed to a magnetic field displayed flickering, trends of the relative flickering amplitude, ∆Lfl /L̄fl , and frequency sensitivities appear
in Fig.25.
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Figure 25 – Relative flickering amplitude versus main flickering frequency. The symbols are
identified in Fig.24. Single parameter variations are indicated by the arrows, with the two
other parameters kept constant. ∇z (B2 ) magnitude is of 4.3 and 1.4 T2 /m at points 1 and
2, respectively. The error bars in the upper right corner were inferred from reproducibility
statistics at point 2 conditions. [Legros 2011]
While at the origin of the perturbation, the influence of the downward gradient magnitude decreases as the flame moves away from the boundary in Fig.24. While increasing the
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gradient magnitude from 1.4 to 4.3 T2 /m, the relative flickering amplitude almost doubled
for XO2 =0.55 (from point 2 to point 1) while hardly increasing by one third for XO2 =0.75
(from point 4 to point 3). Moreover, ∇z (B2 ) does not reveal any significant eﬀect on the
frequency level.
In a diﬀerent fashion, the influence of O2 content appears limited as well since it converges
when removing the flame from the boundary. An O2 content increase indeed induces a shift
towards lower flickering frequencies and smaller relative amplitude (from point 1 to point 3,
and from point 2 to point 4), probably due to the decrease of the flame height relatively to
the almost constant length scales of the structures forming at a given burner tip [Katta 1993].
However, when running from XO2 =0.55 (points 1 and 2) to 0.75 (points 3 and 4), the main
flickering frequencies look to collapse towards a confluence point -possibly XO2 =1-, which
shrinks significantly the range of frequencies that XO2 variations may induce.
On the contrary, a major role is attributed to the coflowing velocity. For a given ∇z (B2 )
(4.3 T2 /m) and O2 content (0.75), the flickering frequency increases within a relatively wide
range and the relative amplitude decreases with increasing Vox (points 3, 5, 6, and 7). The latter trend is in agreement with the aforementioned observation that increasing the coflowing
convection results in stabilizing flickering flames. It may be further speculated that this enhanced convection blows away the small Kelvin-Helmholtz-type structures through the flame
tip. As these structures of higher frequencies exhibit inside flickering flames [Chen 1988], they
may accelerate the oscillations at the flame tip.

4

Conclusions

Magnetically triggered flame flickering is reported for the first time. When exposed to a
uniform downward B2 gradient, short methane diﬀusion flames burning in an oxygen-enriched
coflowing stream provide a region of low Grashof numbers, in which the range of conditions
that induce flickering grows with the magnetic Reynolds number. Previous studies of the
magnetic influence on diﬀusion flames did not produce the combination of large magnetic
Reynolds number and relatively low Grashof number that is required for observations of
this instability triggering. Gilard et al [Gilard 2008] and Wakayama [Wakayama 1992] used
air as oxidizer, establishing quite high flames, and thus too large Grashof numbers, whereas
Yamada et al [Yamada 2003] investigated H2 /O2 flames where other instabilities like the
thermodiﬀusive ones may have concealed the phenomenon.
The magnetically triggered flickering was shown to result from an axisymmetric mode of
a convective instability. The flickering characteristics (amplitude/frequency) at a given low
fuel exit Reynolds number are sensitive to O2 content, downward B2 gradient, and especially
coflowing velocity. The range of parameters scanned by the present study induced flickering
frequencies ranging from 10.5 to 14 Hz while the electromagnet used was not specifically
designed for such a study.
This magnetic triggering is all the more promising for further studies as it only acts on
the co- flowing oxidizer stream at a really low fuel exit Reynolds number and leaves normal
buoyancy driving the hot gases stream. Later studies focusing on the velocity field should
namely quantify this original influence. Unusual flame behaviors on academic burner could
be observed in these future works. The magnetic eﬀects may especially result in selective
migration of oxidizing species towards zones of high soot concentration level. Furthermore,
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4. Conclusions
shaping the B2 gradient might properly induce other modes of flickering.
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A few prospects
Abstract This part depicts an overview of the coming works that the author intends to
lead and/or to contribute to in the coming years. These orientations are deeply influenced
by past successful and failed author’s studies. However, they are also driven by the author’s
own curiosity, intuitions and scientific surroundings.
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Adaptative response to a realistic spacecraft fire
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3. Schedules
The following schedules are set to fly the experiment on board ATV4 in March 2012 :
• October 2011 : specific experimental setup development
• November-December 2011 : experimental settings

2. Towards HCCI control
While the exact design of the paradigm is in progress, a series of canonical experiments
are scheduled to test the capabilities of the models to represent the driving phenomena within
the required operating environment (microgravity conditions). Figure 26 is a schematic of the
laser beam extinction technique that the author suggested to include into the project. This
experimental setup is similar to the one used for earlier quantification of soot production
into such a flat plate diﬀusion flame established in microgravity [Legros 2006a]. The insert in
Fig.26 exhibits a shadow frame of such a flame. This map then provides with a fair error bar
an approximate absorption coeﬃcient field, therefore a map of soot volume fraction. This
field eventually enables the evaluation of the optical thickness of the flame, which is a crucial
parameter in the estimation of the radiative heat feedback from the flame to the fuel plate,
therefore of the expected flame spread rate.
Eventually, integration of the models, sensing techniques, and optimization algorithms
will be performed within the context of high performance computing. In order to evaluate any
response strategy to an unfolding fire event, such a process must include from the beginning
the use of modern tools for uncertainty quantification. For this reason, the author intends to
emphasize the nascent collaboration with Dr Didier Lucor addressed in the following section
4.

2

Towards HCCI control

Combustion phenomenology
Control of HCCI engines first requires experimental achievements of the control strategies applied to ideal facilities such as the UPMC-RCM. As shown by Alan Keromnes’ PhD
works, the conditions sustained into this RCM can induce the co-existence of both volumetric -i.e. pure HCCI- and front-like combustion modes. The balance between both modes is
clearly influenced by the residual aerodynamics characteristics. A strategy could consists in
controlling this balance to spread out the sudden pressure rise that typically follows HCCI
over several crank angle.
Within the context of Stojan Pounkin’s current PhD works [Pounkin 2011], one of the key
features was to assess the relevance of the turbulent combustion diagram suggested by Peters
[Peters 1986] when applied to reacting flows into a RCM. Figure 27 exhibits the locations
into this diagram of the conditions experienced inside the UPMC-RCM at the compression
end time. Numbers 1 to 4 indicate the regions of well-stirred reactor, distributed reaction
zones, corrugated flamelets and wrinkled flamelets regimes, respectively.
The flow characteristics -i.e. fluctuant velocity (u� ) and integral length scale- are extracted
from PIV measurements at every location in the PIV data grid (see for instance Fig.17).
This allows consideration of the spatial non-uniformity of the flow characteristics at the
compression end time. In the absence of experimental temperature fields, the thermal field
is assumed uniform and the temperature time-history is computed by a zero-dimensional
code that models heat and mass transfer within the compression stroke [Keromnes 2008].
This temperature and the experimental pressure at the compression end time then define
the fresh boundary conditions for the computation of the steady unstrained one-dimensional
premixed laminar flame structure -i.e. flame speed (SL ) and flame thickness- for the mixture
investigated.
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Figure 27 – Turbulent combustion diagram as prescribed by Peters [Peters 1986]. Red crosses
and black squares indicate the conditions experienced into the UPMC-RCM at the compression end time for an isooctane/air mixture at an equivalence ratio of 0.2 and a H2 /air mixture
at an equivalence ratio of 0.6, respectively. [Pounkin 2011]
A shadowgraph technique was also carried out to track the possible front along the
combustion period. Whereas the H2 /air mixture at an equivalence ratio of 0.6 exhibited a
pronounced front, no edge was detected into the isooctane/air mixture at an equivalence
ratio of 0.2. Interestingly, the set of black squares is located into the wrinkled/corrugated
flamelets regions, whereas the set of red crosses accumulates into the well-stirred reactor
area. Despite the need of more systematic validations, the classical diagram appears here
as an appropriate predicting tool when established at the conditions that precede ignition
into the UPMC-RCM. Therefore, the use of turbulence grids that can be integrated into the
UPMC-RCM [Guibert 2007] is now investigated as a tool for active control since the flow
characteristics modification could enable the shift from a regime to another, possibly for a
single fuel.
Particulates emission
Because many eﬀorts are also devoted to alternative fuels formulation that can contribute
to HCCI control, there is now a need for characterization and prediction of these fuels sooting
tendency. As an illustration, commercial gasoline contains aromatics ranging from 20 to 50%.
Among these, toluene is the predominant species. Therefore, toluene is considered an essential
component representing aromatics in gasoline surrogates. Delay times of Toluene Standard
Fuels have namely been studied in the MIT-RCM [Tanaka 2003a]. Toluene is also formed
from the oxidation and pyrolysis of hydrocarbons, leading to the subsequent formation of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, then possibly soot.
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2. Towards HCCI control
In the context of compression ignition engines, the classical industrial test to quantify
any fuel sooting tendency consists in measuring the lift-oﬀ distance between the nozzle of the
liquid fuel injector and the bottom edge of the stoichiometric diﬀusion flame burning in air
(see Fig.4 in Ref.[Tree 2007]). However, this setup cannot be considered relevant, especially
with respect to the premixed and homogeneous nature of mixtures introduced into HCCI
engines cylinders.
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Figure 28 – Schematic of the two-color laser beam absorption technique through a nonpremixed flame established over the Santoro’s burner developed at Inst. d’Alembert.
[Kashif 2012]

LOSA experimental setup

For these reasons, Muhammad Kashif’s PhD works [Kashif 2012] first contributed to
develop at Inst. d’Alembert the Santoro’s burner [Santoro 1983] above which atmosphericpressure coflow laminar non-premixed flames can be established. M. Kashif namely set up a
specific system that enables the vaporization of a liquid fuel and its subsequent mixing into
a carrier gas, as performed by Saﬀaripour et al [Saﬀaripour 2011]. Meanwhile, M. Kashif
developed a two-color laser beam absorption technique, whose schematic is shown in Fig.28.
If successful, this technique could be an extension of the concomitant local measurements of
soot volume fraction and soot temperature developed by Jenkins and Hanson [Jenkins 2001],
providing here two-dimensional maps of the aforementioned quantities at a rate up to 70Hz.
Within the context of Muhammad Kashif’s PhD works, these maps will enable the measurements of the fuels Smoke-Points, or its promising late extension called Yield Sooting Indices
[McEnally 2007].
Furthermore, this information could help in clarifying some issues about the Smoke-Point
physics. As mentioned in the overview of the investigations on non-buoyant flames, Liu et
al [Liu 2003] admitted that the exact physical and chemical processes that are associated
with the modified soot oxidation rates and required to simulate the Smoke-Point are not fully
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understood. These concerns will possibly lead to synergetic achievements in conjunction with
the collaboration lately undertaken with Pr Pitsch and described below.

3

Combustion and multi-physics

The author will focus a part of his coming works on the analysis of soot production into a
non-premixed laminar flame experiencing a high gradient of the square of the magnetic flux
density. These works will contribute to a nascent European collaboration between UPMC
and the University of Aachen. Indeed, a cooperation agreement on jointly supervised PhD
will be ratified by Pr Pitsch and Pr Sagaut within the context of Agnes Jocher’s starting PhD
works. The gathering of complementary numerical and experimental skills coming from both
German and French sides will stimulate the work’s achievements, that are an extension of
the promising preliminary results described earlier. The study will be incorporated into the
readable activities of the Reacting Fluids and Turbulence group at Inst. d’Alembert as one
of this group’s major existing concerns is the reduction of pollutants emission by combustion
systems.
Soot is a highly-carbonate combustion product, therefore a residual fuel load whose
oxidation would increase the eﬃciency of many energetic processes. Furthermore, soot represents a serious hydrocarbon combustion hazard. Thus, development of modelling capabilities for soot production in hydrocarbon flames is of interest to many practical applications optimization. Many studies have been achieved which gave significant insights of
the detailed physico-chemical processes that lead to soot formation and oxidation inside a
flame. As already mentioned, extensive eﬀorts have namely been devoted to develop soot
formation and oxidation models that could predict numerically local soot concentrations
[Frenklach 1991, Blanquart 2009], but their accuracy seems to be linked strongly to the
configuration studied. Interestingly, a more comprehensive numerical approach by Pitsch
et al [Blanquart 2009] has been lately validated over a relatively wide range of academic
configurations.
Thus, any study aiming at simulating soot production inside a flame needs to be considered in conjunction with an experimental configuration of reference. Laminar jet diﬀusion
flames are studied because they provide relatively tractable models of mixing and reaction
for the simulation of more practical but relatively intractable turbulent diﬀusion flames
[Faeth 1986]. The straight forward advantage of the laminar jet diﬀusion flame configuration is that it has been widely used to study the soot-formation properties of diﬀusion flames
[Santoro 1983, McEnally 2007, Saﬀaripour 2011], namely because the axisymmetry eases the
analysis of the soot concentration measurements integrated along the line-of-sight. Furthermore, the coflowing jet configuration will be preferred here to a counterflow flame as the
study aims at validating some numerical developments Indeed, on one hand, a coflowing jet
diﬀusion flame involves all the important physical and chemical processes that aﬀect soot,
such as multidimensional flow fields, thermal radiation, finite rate chemistries of gas-phase
species and soot. On the other hand, it is simple enough to allow calculations using rather
detailed gas-phase chemistry and sophisticated treatment of thermal radiation with tolerable
computing time [Liu 2003].
As detailed in the overview related to the investigations on non-buoyant flames, a major
question remains unanswered, as the mechanisms by which a critical soot concentration for
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flame quenching is attained have not been comprehensively described. This issue can only
be addressed if the soot concentration evolution can be tracked along the reactive zone.
This leads to the need to define the soot history, as local soot concentration will strongly
depend on the history that precedes the arrival of soot to a specific location. Since soot
production is the result of two competitive processes, formation and oxidation, defining the
soot history requires detailed understanding of the mechanisms controlling these processes.
Of critical importance is the eﬀect of O2 and OH radicals concentrations on the formation
and oxidation [Kim 2004], which link the soot history and local soot concentrations to the
structure of the flow field in the proximity of the flame.
Hydrodynamic control of soot production was therefore investigated when studying the
eﬀects of flow properties on limiting conditions for soot-releasing laminar diﬀusion hydrocarbon/air flames [Markstein 1984, Mortazavi 1993]. Although meaningful, these results also
show that the hydrodynamic control exhibits strong limitations at normal gravity as the flow
field at the proximity of the flame is then governed by buoyancy.
Thus, more sophisticated strategies aiming at soot production modulation were developed
involving original coupling. One of the most investigated is based on modulation by acoustic
waves [McManus 1993]. Though promising, this field of investigation has its acknowledged
experts, namely in France. As a contrast, though not a new concept, the influence of a
magnetic field on a flame sooting behavior has not been directly investigated. The idea
is based on the magnetic susceptibility discrepancies among the chemical species that are
involved in combustion. Interestingly, none of the past studies focused on the aforementioned
influence on the soot production. Nonetheless, the observed sensitivity of O2 and OH radicals
concentration fields to a gradient magnetic field [Yamada 2003] is a promising field for the
investigations on soot production inside a jet diﬀusion flame.
Therefore, Agnes Jocher’s PhD works will focus on determining the influence of a gradient of the magnetic flux density on the predominant modes of transport that define soot
formation and oxidation and ultimately local soot concentrations. A steady-state laminar jet
diﬀusion flame will be established over the Santoro’s axisymmetric burner and submitted to
a high magnetic field. The required experimental facilities are located at Inst. d’Alembert.
Soot concentration and temperature fields will be experimentally inferred from the two-color
laser beam absorption technique developed at Inst. d’Alembert. In parallel, simulations will
be conducted at University of Aachen with the advanced numerical tools developed by Pr
Pitsch, that handle complex chemical kinetics and transport properties. The code will namely simulate the trajectories that soot particles follow while enabling tracking the flow field,
temperatures and chemical concentrations along the pathlines. This will aim at defining the
relevant characteristic times that explain the balance between formation and oxidation processes inside the flame. To achieve these objectives, the major numerical works will namely
consist in incorporating a magnetic volumetric force into the momentum- conservation equation [Jocher 2010]. In this way, numerical and experimental results will be analyzed together
to provide a comprehensive assessment of all mechanisms involved in the influence of the magnetic gradient on the soot production into a jet diﬀusion flame. Eventually, the modification
of some usual fuels Smoke-Points by magnetic fields could be characterized as a practical
approach of this sophisticated strategy.
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4

Combustion as a multi-disciplinary science : uncertainty
quantification

Uncertainty quantification (UQ) is crucial when confidence intervals on predicted system
behavior are necessary for optimization and reliability evaluation of the systems to be designed. The late development of powerful UQ tools make them also practical when accurate
evaluations of uncertainty in both experimental data and computational predictions are required for model validation with respect to experimental measurements. Thus, adaptative
response at diﬀerents steps of a fire growth or optimization of the flow integral length scale
in a HCCI engine can be considered promising fields for UQ tools integration.
Taking advantage of the multi-disciplinary faces of the Reacting Fluids and Turbulence
group, Dr Didier Lucor and the author recently undertook a collaboration [Trégon 2011]
contributing to bridge -to some slight extent- the gap between applied mathematics and
experimental combustion. Creating first a thematic overlap, they chose to investigate a simplified -but relevant- paradigm that the model of unstrained laminar premixed flame is. Indeed, popular chemistry tabulation methods for turbulent combustion simulations, such as
the Flame Prolongation of Intrinsic Low-Dimensional Manifold (FPI) [Gicquel 2000], extract
the reduced database from a set of simulations of steady one-dimensional freely propagating
laminar premixed flames. Although successful, this kind of method has not yet been strengthened by a thorough uncertainty quantification [Reagan 2003]. For instance, the evaluation
of the uncertainties in the flame width and the flame speed would help the optimization of
the gridding requirements for the physical space and time, respectively .
In the context of low Mach number reacting flow model, the computations namely require
the specification of a number of thermodynamic and kinetic rate parameters. This data is
typically inferred from experimental measurements and discrepancies among these parameters often show up in the literature [Konnov 2008]. Therefore, the empirical methodology
leading to this inference involves some degree of uncertainty, whose potential impact has
to be quantified. This will namely help in identifying confidence intervals in computational
predictions.
Julie Trégon’s recent works [Trégon 2011] consisted in assigning a uniform probability
distribution to five of the activation energies Ea,i of the hydrogen oxidation kinetic mechanism derived by O Conaire et al [O Conaire 2004]. This actually causes to apply log-normal
probability distributions to the five corresponding reaction rate constants. The objective
was to assess the influence of these input distributions on the flame speed and thermal flame
width ones. To this end, a spectral stochastic description of the uncertain parameters and
the output quantities was carried out, making use of generalized polynomial chaos (gPC)
expansions. Figure 29 exhibits the inferred Sobol’s coeﬃcients attributed to every activation
energy distribution for the freely propagating flame speed on the left and the thermal flame
width on the right. These coeﬃcients quantify the contribution of every distribution into
the variance of the output quantity. The specific contributions of the linear terms can be
extracted and are represented by the blue parts in Fig.29.
Two of the activation energies, i.e. Ea,4 and Ea,5 , exhibit very low influence on both
outputs variances. As a contrast, Ea,3 strongly aﬀects both outputs variances. Interestingly,
Ea,1 induces a higher eﬀect than Ea,2 on the flame speed while the reverse trend shows up
for the thermal flame width. Moreover, the flame speed variance is hardly aﬀected by the
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Figure 29 – Sobol’s coeﬃcients for the flame speed and the thermal flame width (freely
propagating H2 /air flame at atmospheric pressure and a fresh mixture temperature of 298K).
[Trégon 2011]
non-linear contributions from the activation energies distributions while these contributions
cannot be neglected for the evaluation of the thermal flame width variance.
Provided that the objective is clearly stated, these observations can drive the eﬀorts of
a chemist who seeks the reduction of one output variance. Conversely, given an uncertainty
evaluation of the activation energies, a numerician can enlarge or refine the kinetic parameters
gridding, therefore optimize the CPU time, when performing simulations that aim at the
quantification of a specific output uncertainty. Because these synergetic methodologies look
also promising within the context of more practical studies, the author intends to perpetuate
and extend his collaboration with Didier Lucor.
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